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IBRD PROGRAM DOCUMENT FOR A
PROPOSED FIRST DEVELOPMENT POLICY LOAN TO UKRAINE
1. INTRODUCTION AND COUNTRY CONTEXT
1.
The First Development Policy Loan (DPL1) supports high-priority reform measures
to address key structural roots of the current economic crisis in Ukraine and to lay the
foundation for inclusive and sustainable growth. This proposed DPL1 – first in a series of two
operations – is in the amount of US$ 750 million. The Program Development Objectives of the
DPL series are to: (i) promote good governance, transparency, and accountability in the public
sector; (ii) strengthen the regulatory framework and reduce costs of doing business; and (iii)
reform inefficient and inequitable utility subsidies while protecting the poor.
2.
The operation is an integral part of a package of coordinated financial assistance
from international partners to help Ukraine address urgent macroeconomic challenges,
while embarking on medium-term structural reforms. The DPL1 was prepared on an
accelerated timeline for several reasons. First, it will help cover some of the large gross
financing needs of the general government, estimated at 12.6 percent of GDP (equivalent to US$
17.9 billion) 1 in 2014 in an environment where the Government has limited access to market
financing. Swift financial support is especially critical given the spike in upcoming external
public debt repayments in June and September, 2014. Second, the timing of the operation and its
policy content is aligned with and complementary to support by other international partners,
including the IMF, the EU and JICA. 2 Third, the Government is keen on moving quickly on
reforms that have stalled for a number of years and the DPL1 seeks to support these efforts.
Finally, the DPL1 is part of broader World Bank support to Ukraine, which includes a financial
sector DPL and five new investment operations in urban infrastructure, district heating, health,
power transmission and social safety nets.
3.
The programmatic DPL series is aligned with strategic directions set out in the
Country Partnership Strategy (FY12-16) and builds on long-standing policy dialogue with
the authorities. The CPS envisaged a calibrated engagement depending on the pace and strength
of reforms. Due to lack of progress in adopting a sustainable macroeconomic framework and
structural reforms in the past five years, the World Bank has not provided budget support to
Ukraine. Instead, the policy dialogue was sustained through technical assistance based on a
‘fiscal, governance and structural reform matrix’ that identified and tracked progress on a set of
priority reform measures: public procurement, VAT refund processing, grain export market,
investment climate, utility sector and public sector governance. This DPL series builds on this
long-standing engagement.
4.
The DPL1 is being prepared against the backdrop of political uncertainty. After
months of protests, Ukrainians now have heightened expectations that the newly-formed
government will promote transparent governance, deliver public services free of corruption, and
provide enabling conditions for creating good quality jobs and raising standards of living
comparable to those in the EU. The political unrest that began in November 2013 culminated in a
1

Gross financing needs comprise net financing (US$ 7.2 billion) plus domestic and external amortization needs (US$ 10.5 billion, including
repayment from the budget to the IMF equal to US$ 2.1 billion) in 2014. This excludes Naftogaz gross financing needs and potential need for
recapitalizing banks.
2
JICA committed to provide parallel financing based on the policy program included in this operation.
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change of Government, reinstatement of the 2004 constitution transferring powers from the
President to the Parliament, and a call for early Presidential elections now scheduled for May 25,
2014. Geopolitical tensions and deep-rooted domestic divisions over the future direction of the
country create an exceptionally fragile political environment. The outcome of the Presidential
election is uncertain and risks of escalating tensions are acute.
5.
Amidst these political uncertainties, the Government needs to undertake daunting
economic reforms. After a near reform paralysis over the past years, Ukraine urgently needs to
restore macroeconomic stability, undertake a complex set of structural reforms, and confront a
crisis of poor governance. Economic growth came to a halt while a combination of de-facto fixed
exchange rate and loose fiscal policy – together with considerable quasi-fiscal subsidies in the
energy sector – led to unsustainable macroeconomic imbalances. These pressures are
compounded by significant political risks, a still weak global economic environment, and rising
regional tensions. Meanwhile, poor governance and corruption that permeate virtually every
aspect of public service delivery have undermined the investment climate, resulted in wasteful
use of public money, and eroded government capacity as well as citizen’s trust in public
institutions. Deteriorating public infrastructure, burdensome tax environment, byzantine laws and
regulations, and poor contract enforcement have depressed private investment and growth.
6.
Recent political events have opened a short window of opportunity to accelerate
difficult but much-needed reforms. The Government took office with high expectations for
change and has accelerated long-delayed but urgent reform measures. To avoid a balance of
payment crisis, the authorities requested a Stand-By Arrangement (SBA) with the IMF which
was approved by the IMF Board of Executive Directors on April 30th, 2014 and which will
anchor the macroeconomic adjustment. The authorities have also identified a number of
structural reform priorities, including improving regulatory quality, more transparent and
accountable public sector governance, and fiscal reforms to correct structural imbalances. If the
authorities sustain these reform efforts with timely assistance from international partners,
Ukraine could finally address deep-rooted structural weaknesses, reach its growth potential, and
ultimately ensure broad and lasting gains in living standards.
7.
Poverty in Ukraine has been declining, with notable consumption growth among the
bottom 40 percent of the population. As a result of rapid growth, especially before the global
economic crisis, the poverty rate declined from 14.7 percent in 2006 to 3.9 percent in 2012. 3
From 2007-2012, consumption for the bottom 40 percent grew by more than two times that of
the rest of the population (3.9 vs. 1.5 percent). This reflected higher growth in wage income for
the bottom 40 percent than for the average of the population (24 vs. 19 percent), driven by
improvements in their education profile and a slight decrease in the share of unemployed over
the period. Higher growth in social assistance receipts and child benefits also played a role.
8.
To enhance shared prosperity and protect gains made in reducing poverty, this DPL
series focusses on reforms that support a balanced distribution of the social burden
resulting from the necessary economic adjustment. Real incomes are expected to decline as a
result of the exchange rate adjustment, high inflation and projected economic contraction in
2014. A public sector wage freeze will further affect the welfare of the middle class and the poor.
3

Based on ECAPOV methodology and the US$ 5 a day poverty line.
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Moreover, increases in utility tariffs, while removing regressive subsidies, will also affect the
poor. After several years of robust growth, consumption is expected to fall. Willingness to
endure these painful economic adjustments could be undermined if reforms are perceived to
leave corruption unaddressed and to disproportionately affect low and middle income groups. To
achieve a more balanced social burden sharing, the DPL program includes reforms aimed at
reducing leakage – including decisive steps to curb widespread high-level corruption – and
closing loopholes for tax avoidance and evasion. In addition, the DPL series supports the
Government in undertaking steps to strengthen social safety nets to cushion the impact of
reforms on the poor and vulnerable. By strengthening the investment climate, the DPL lays the
basis for higher growth – a precondition for sustained improvements in living standards.
9.
This is a high risk operation. There is a risk that the adjustment and financing needs
may be greater than anticipated, especially in case of a deeper output contraction, a slower
recovery and/or additional external shocks. Weak external demand and imminent risks in the
banking sector, could complicate efforts to contain macroeconomic imbalances. Meanwhile, the
upcoming Presidential elections, heightened geopolitical tensions and escalating conflicts,
especially in eastern Ukraine could undermine the ability of the authorities to continue reforms.
Adverse immediate social impacts of some of the economic reforms and vested interests that
may resist fundamental change, amplify risks that reforms may slow or even be reversed. A
backsliding of the reform agenda would, in turn, increase the probability of a protracted
contraction in the near term, endanger the macroeconomic framework and reduce the potential
for a sustained economic recovery over the medium term.
2. MACROECONOMIC POLICY FRAMEWORK
10.
Faced with economic stagnation, mounting fiscal and external pressures, and a
fragile banking system, the authorities undertook urgent measures to stabilize the
economy. In late February 2014, to avoid an imminent balance of payment crisis, the authorities
switched to a flexible exchange rate regime, resorted to fiscal consolidation, and requested an
SBA with the IMF. Macroeconomic risks remain high because of vulnerabilities to external
shocks, banking sector instability, geopolitical tensions, insufficient institutional capacity and
related slippages in implementing reforms. Despite these risks, the macroeconomic framework
anchored in the IMF SBA is considered adequate for the DPL1 to proceed.
2.1

RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

11.
A weak external environment, delayed structural reforms, and poor macroeconomic
management have led to stagnation. During 2001-2008, real GDP growth averaged 7.5
percent. After a deep contraction in 2009 precipitated by the global economic crisis, Ukraine
experienced a modest recovery in 2010-2011 followed by economic stagnation during the past
two years due to economic mismanagement, declining investment, and weak external demand
(Figure 1). In 2013, real GDP remained below its 2007 level. Moreover, Ukraine’s economic
performance has lagged its regional peers over the last 5 years (Figure 2). After a peak in 2009,
inflation remained close to zero in the last two years mainly because of lack of utility tariff
adjustments and tight monetary policy to support the de facto fixed exchange rate (Table 1).
Lending rates remained high at 17.5 percent in 2012-2013, constraining private investment and
growth. Credit growth to the economy averaged at only 7 percent in the past two years.
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12.
Economic stagnation was accompanied by an accumulation of unsustainable fiscal
and external imbalances. Weak revenue performance, delayed tariff hikes in the gas and district
heating sectors, and increases in wages and pensions led to a growing general government deficit
that – including the deficit of the state energy company, Naftogaz – reached 6.7 percent of GDP
in 2013. The rising fiscal deficit, in turn, exacerbated pressures on the external current account
which widened to 9.2 percent of GDP in 2013 (figure 3). Balance of payment pressures were
amplified by large external debt refinancing needs, limited access to external financing, and
political uncertainty. Given the de facto exchange rate peg to the US$, these growing internal
and external imbalances led to depletion of foreign exchange reserves that reached a low level
equivalent to 2.8 months of import cover 4 by end 2013. A financial package agreed with the
Russian Federation in December 2013 – of which US$ 3 billion was disbursed immediately –
helped alleviate acute balance of payment pressures but allowed the authorities to postpone the
much-needed macroeconomic adjustment.
13.
In early 2014, currency pressures intensified eventually forcing an exchange rate
adjustment. Against the backdrop of political turmoil and the suspended disbursement of the
second tranche of US$ 2 billion from the Russian Federation initially scheduled for late January,
exchange rate pressures intensified in the first two months of 2014. These pressures were
4

In months of next year’s imports of goods and services.

4

compounded by outflows of deposits from banks due to heightened devaluation expectations and
political uncertainty. By late February, faced with rapidly declining reserves, the National Bank
of Ukraine (NBU) switched to a flexible exchange rate regime, setting the official exchange rate
based on the average interbank rate. Consequently, the Hryvnia lost a quarter of its value and
reserves stabilized around 2 months of import cover by end March (figure 4).
Table 1: Key Macroeconomic Indicators
2011

2012

2013

2014e

2015f

2016f

2017f

1302.1
5.2
3140

1411.2
0.3
3640

1454.9
0.0
3960*

1506.6
-5.0
…

1745.1
2.5
…

1951.0
4.0
…

2160.9
4.0
…

9.4
3.2
-7.4
11.1
7.1
4.3

8.2
-2.6
-5.3
9.6
0.9
-7.7

5.2
-4.2
-1.0
5.6
-6.6
-8.8

…
…
…
-7.6
-23.2
-0.9

…
…
…
0.7
6.2
4.6

…
…
…
3.4
5.2
4.8

…
…
…
3.2
3.6
6.4

Imports, percent volume change

17.3

1.9

-5.9

-12.5

2.4

4.1

4.8

Unemployment rate (ILO definition), percent
GDP deflator, percent change
CPI (pa), percent change
CPI (eop), percent change
Fiscal Accounts
Expenditures, percent GDP
Revenues, percent GDP
General Government Balance, percent GDP
PPG debt (eop), percent GDP
S elected Monetary Accounts
Base M oney, percent change
Credit to non-government, percent change
Interbank overnight rate (annual average), percent
Balance of Payments
Current Account Balance, percent GDP
Exports, percent GDP

7.9
14.3
8.0
4.6

7.5
8.1
0.6
-0.2

7.5
3.1
-0.3
0.5

8.5
9.0
8.3
16.0

8.0
13.0
12.9
7.5

7.5
7.5
6.5
6.5

7.0
6.5
5.9
5.6

45.7
42.9
-2.8
36.3

48.9
44.5
-4.4
36.6

48.4
43.6
-4.8
40.3

49.6
44.4
-5.2
56.6

49.2
45.0
-4.2
62.7

48.0
44.9
-3.1
61.2

47.6
44.7
-2.9
57.9

6.3
9.5
5.8

6.4
2.2
10.8

20.3
11.8
3.8

21.5
8.7
…

14.8
11.7
…

14.2
10.8
…

13.8
11.0
…

-6.3
54.6

-8.1
51.0

-9.2
48.1

-4.6
56.8

-4.3
56.6

-3.9
54.9

-4.1
54.5

Imports, percent GDP
Foreign Direct Investment, percent GDP
Gross Reserves, billion US$, eop
In months of next year’s imports
Percent of short-term external debt
External Debt, percent GDP
Exchange Rate, UAH/US$ (average)
Memo:
Nominal GDP, US$ billion

60.8

59.3
3.8
24.5
2.9
38.1
76.6
8.0

56.8
1.8
20.4
2.8
30.3
78.6
8.2

61.3

59.8

57.6

56.3

4.3
31.8
3.7
55.4
77.6
8.0

2.1
…
2.6
36.0
99.5
…

2.8
…
3.4
54.7
99.7
…

3.1
…
3.9
63.0
95.7
…

3.4
…
4.0
60.5
91.3
…

162.8

176.4

177.4

…

…

…

…

Real economy
Nominal GDP, UAH billion
Real GDP, percent change
Per Capita GDP, US$ Atlas Method
Contributions:
Consumption percent points of GDP
Investment percent points of GDP
Net exports percent points of GDP
Consumption, percent volume change
Investment, percent volume change
Exports, percent volume change

* Preliminary estimate
Source: National authorities, IMF, and World Bank staff calculations.

14.
To contain rising fiscal imbalances, the Government tightened fiscal policy through
a combination of revenue and expenditure measures. Fiscal adjustment measures, adopted in
March 2014 add up to 1.2 percent of GDP increase on the revenue side and 2.0 percent of GDP
reduction on the expenditure side (compared to the originally adopted 2014 Budget). Overall, the
Government now targets a fiscal balance of 5.2 percent of GDP for 2014, excluding Naftogaz.
The main revenue measures include: i) VAT base broadening through cancellation of zero VAT
rate application for grain and industrial crop exports and introduction of 7 percent VAT rate for
5

Pharmaceuticals (0.4 percent of GDP) and ii) Excise rate increases and indexation of land prices
(0.3 percent of GDP), iii) improved tax and customs administration (0.4 percent of GDP) and iv)
increased fees on use of mineral resources (0.1 percent of GDP). The main expenditure measures
include: i) public sector wage freeze in 2014 (0.5 percent of GDP) ii) changes in indexation of
pension benefits in 2014 (0.2 percent of GDP), iii) rationalization of subsidies to enterprises (0.1
percent of GDP), iv) curtailment of capital expenditures (0.5 percent of GDP) and v) other
expenditure measures (0.7 percent of GDP). To reduce imbalances of Naftogaz, the regulators
increased residential gas and district heating tariffs by an average of 56 and 40 percent
respectively, 5 while the Government adopted a new targeted social assistance program to offset
negative impacts on the poor. The fiscal impact of the tariff increases is 0.5-0.7 percent of GDP
(see Table 5). The additional expense of the targeted program is 0.2 percent of GDP.
15.
Meanwhile, currency depreciation along with eroding public confidence is putting
the already fragile banking system under further stress and risks remain elevated. The
continuing political, economic and currency crisis are putting a severe strain on liquidity and
capital positions of Ukrainian banks. As a result of eroding public confidence, the banking
system lost 12 percent of retail deposits in the first three months of 2014 Depreciation is putting
additional pressure on banks' capital through losses from significant open short foreign exchange
positions and increase in non-performing loans which are already high. Potential instability in the
banking system could in turn require recapitalization or resolution of select banks through the
Deposit Guarantee Fund (DGF).
2.2

MACROECONOMIC OUTLOOK AND DEBT SUSTAINABILITY

16.
Real GDP is expected to decline by 5 percent in 2014 in the baseline scenario before
recovering to 2.5 percent in 2015. This scenario takes into account slower growth in key
trading partners, higher gas import prices announced in March 2014, and disruptions of
economic activity in eastern Ukraine. The ongoing macroeconomic adjustment is expected to be
contractionary in the short term and will negatively affect purchasing power of households and
businesses. Therefore, a decline is expected in both consumption and fixed investment in 2014.
Meanwhile, external demand from Ukraine’s largest trade partners is likely to be muted. Despite
this, contribution from net exports to growth is projected to be positive, as imports will contract
more due to depreciation of the real effective exchange rate. From 2015 onwards, a moderate
recovery is expected driven by growing domestic and foreign investment because of growing
investor confidence following restoration of macroeconomic stability and improvements in
investment climate. Exports are projected to recover, fueled by rising external demand.
Consumption is also expected to grow from 2016 onwards, albeit at a slower pace than before.
17.
The current account deficit will narrow in 2014-2015 due to the substantial decline
in domestic demand engendered by the strong fiscal consolidation and exchange rate
adjustment. While the potential positive impact of depreciation on exports will initially be
limited due to sluggish external demand, imports are expected to contract significantly.
Therefore the current account deficit is expected to decline to 4.6 percent of GDP in 2014. Going
forward, macroeconomic stabilization, supported by an IMF program, should boost investor
confidence and lower costs of external financing. Due to heightened security risks, FDI is
expected to remain subdued in 2014 (in nominal terms it will remain below the already low
5

Further increases are planned for the outer years.

6

levels observed in 2013, but rise slightly as a share of GDP due to the GDP contraction) and is
projected to recover slowly from 2015 onwards as political and economic conditions improve.
Table 2: Balance of Payment Financing Requirements and Sources
2013
66.6
16.3
17.5
34.8
-1.9
66.6
11.9
21.0
35.3
4.1
-5.6

Financing requirements (US $ billion)
Current account deficit
Long-term debt amortization (excl. IM F)
Short-term debt amortizations
Other short-term capital outflows
Financing S ources (US $ billion)
FDI and portfolio investments (net)
Long-term debt disbursements (excl. IM F)
Short-term debt disbursements
Change in reserves
IM F credit (net)

2014e
59.5
6.5
17.7
35.3
0.0
59.5
3.5
16.3
34.8
1.2
3.7

2015f
53.6
6.5
12.3
34.8
0.0
53.6
2.0
16.5
35.5
-7.5
7.1

2016f
55.1
6.4
13.2
35.5
0.0
55.1
6.0
17.5
35.8
-5.6
1.4

2017f
56.6
7.2
13.6
35.8
0.0
56.6
6.7
18.2
36.3
-2.6
-1.9

Source: National authorities and World Bank staff calculations.

18.
Despite the projected adjustment of the current account, balance of payment
financing needs continue to be significant while access to external liquidity will remain
limited in 2014 due to political and economic uncertainty. Therefore, the aggregate roll over
rate of external debt (excluding IMF) is assumed to drop to 97 percent (down from 107 percent
in 2013, when access to external financing was already affected by growing economic
challenges). While the maturity structure of corporate external debt is heavily weighted on the
short term (around 40 percent), a large portion is for trade credits, thus limiting roll over risks.
Nevertheless corporate roll over rates are expected to drop to 90 percent. For external debt of the
banking sector, roll over rates of 88 percent are projected due to continued deleveraging,
especially of foreign owned banks. Net outflows in the banking and corporate sector will be
offset by inflows of large official assistance (see paragraph 20). Under the base case, therefore,
available external financing is expected to be sufficient to meet balance of payments
requirements. However, high external debt refinancing needs may not allow NBU to rebuild
reserves in 2014. From 2015 onwards, a gradual buildup of international reserves to 4 months of
imports cover is expected by 2017 (Table 2).
19.
The NBU is expected to move to inflation targeting within a year, in line with the
IMF recommendation. In 2014, inflation is projected to be high (16 percent y/y, end of period)
due to utility tariff increases and Hryvnia depreciation. Given the move towards inflation
targeting, it is expected to decelerate over the medium term to around 5 percent by 2017.
20.
The fiscal deficit is expected to decline gradually over the next three years. In the
base case, the Government is expected to meet the fiscal targets agreed with IMF to reduce the
fiscal deficits over 2015-2017. The general Government deficit is projected to be 5.2 percent of
GDP in 2014 and 8.5 percent of GDP taking into account the Naftogaz deficit. 6 While the
recession is expected to dampen revenue collection in 2014, the tax policy changes outlined in
paragraph 14, will contain revenue shortfalls. Starting from 2014, the Government is expected to
rationalize expenditures in line with World Bank and IMF recommendations mainly by lowering
6

Increases in residential gas tariffs will reduce the Naftogaz deficit. Estimated fiscal savings are presented in Table 5. Despite tariff increases
Naftogaz deficit is expected to increase in 2014 because of escalating cost of gas due to depreciation.
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public consumption and current transfers. As a result, the general government deficit is expected
to narrow to 2.9 percent by 2017. Further scheduled annual increases in gas and district heating
tariffs should eliminate losses of Naftogaz by 2018. In terms of financing, gross financing needs
of the Government (equivalent to US$ 17.9 billion) in 2014 are expected to be covered by
external official inflows (US$ 6.3 billion), Eurobonds (US$ 1 billion), IMF gross disbursement
to the budget (US$ 2.1 billion) 7 and the rest from domestic financing (US$ 8.2 billion). However
in 2015 compared to 2014, official inflows are projected to drop to US$ 4.4 billion while
repayments are higher – requiring greater reliance on domestic financing (Table 3).
Table 3: Key Fiscal Indicators, Percent of GDP
General Government Balance

2011
-2.8

2012
-4.4

2013
-4.8

2014e
-5.2

2015f
-4.2

2016f
-3.1

2017f
-2.9

Total Revenues

42.9

44.5

43.6

44.4

45.0

44.9

44.7

Tax revenues
Corporate profit tax
Personal Income tax
Payroll tax
Property tax
VAT
Excises
Taxes on international trade
Other tax
Non-tax revenues
Expenditures (economic cl.)
Current expenditures
Wages and compensation
Goods and services
Interest payments
Subsidies to corporations
Current transfers
Pensions
Unemployment, disability and accident insurance
Social programs
Capital expenditures
Net lending
General Government Financing
External (net)
Domestic (net)
of which: privatization
Naftogaz Financing
Bank Recapitalization Requirements
Total financing

38.4
4.2
4.6
12.4
0.8
10.0
2.6
0.9
2.9
4.5
45.7
42.3
10.4
6.8
2.0
1.9
21.2
16.2
1.8
3.2
3.0
0.4
2.8
1.2
2.4
1.8
1.6
0.7
5.1

38.9
4.0
4.8
13.0
0.9
9.8
2.7
0.9
2.8
5.6
48.9
45.7
11.2
7.4
1.9
3.1
22.1
16.6
1.6
3.9
2.9
0.3
4.3
2.0
2.4
0.9
1.1
0.0
6.6

37.9
3.8
5.0
13.3
0.9
8.8
2.5
0.9
2.7
5.7
48.4
46.2
11.5
7.1
2.5
2.0
23.1
17.2
2.0
3.9
2.0
0.2
4.8
1.3
3.5
0.1
1.9
0.1
6.7

39.2
3.4
4.8
12.9
0.9
9.5
3.2
1.6
2.9
5.2
49.6
47.7
11.6
7.3
3.4
2.1
23.3
17.3
1.8
4.2
1.5
0.4
5.2
3.8
1.4
0.6
3.3
1.0
9.5

39.9
3.5
4.9
13.2
0.9
9.6
3.3
1.6
2.9
5.1
49.2
47.2
11.4
6.9
4.3
2.0
22.6
16.9
1.7
4.0
2.0
0.0
4.2
0.3
4.0
0.8
1.9
0.0
6.1

39.8
3.6
4.8
12.9
0.9
9.7
3.3
1.5
3.1
5.1
48.0
45.9
10.8
6.4
4.7
2.0
22.0
16.3
1.7
4.0
2.1
0.0
3.1
2.1
1.0
0.7
1.3
0.0
4.4

39.7
3.7
4.7
12.7
0.9
9.7
3.4
1.5
3.1
5.0
47.6
45.3
10.6
6.4
4.8
2.0
21.5
15.9
1.6
4.0
2.3
0.0
2.9
0.6
2.3
0.6
0.2
0.0
3.1

Source: National authorities, IMF, and World Bank staff calculations.

21.
The Debt Sustainability Analysis (DSA) indicates that public and external debt
remain sustainable in the base case, but are subject to high risks. In the base case, public
debt rapidly increases to 57 percent of GDP in 2014, driven by large financing needs and
substantial real depreciation of Hryvnia. It is projected to peak at 63 percent of GDP in 2015, but
will then steadily decline. Risks to the base case are high, especially from lower growth, real
exchange rate depreciation, and contingent liability shocks. A growth shock, with a cumulative
7

Total IMF gross disbursements in 2014 will be US$ 7.4 billion.
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growth decline of 9 percent in 2015-2016, would result in the debt-to-GDP ratio of 86 percent in
2016, breaching the 70 percent indicative threshold (Figure 5). In the base case, total external
debt peaks at some 100 percent of GDP in 2014-2015 due to real depreciation and then steadily
declines as exchange rate misalignment disappears and the current account deficit is reduced. A
growth shock in 2015-16 would keep external debt above the 100 percent threshold in the
medium term. A real depreciation shock would drive debt to some 120 percent of GDP before
retreating back to a 100 percent (Figure 6).
Figure 5:
Public and Publicly Guaranteed Debt Dynamics
(percent of GDP)
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Figure 6:
External Debt Dynamics
(percent of GDP)
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22.
Downside risks to the macroeconomic outlook are high. First, a deeper than expected
recession during 2014 and a slower recovery during 2015 could make the adjustment more
challenging. Lower levels of bank liquidity, especially in the context of significant risks in the
banking sector, could constrain credit supply, in turn delaying the expected pick up of domestic
investment while foreign investment may remain subdued due to heightened political
uncertainty. Meanwhile, the recovery in consumption growth could be undermined by the
combined effect of the fiscal adjustment, depreciation and higher inflation. Second, external
liquidity constraints could emerge if financing needs rise above those projected in the baseline or
if roll over rates drop more due to tighter financial conditions in global markets, heightened risk
perception and/or delays and shortfalls in official financing due to inconsistent implementation
of reforms. Third, slippages in implementing macroeconomic and structural reforms could
potentially reduce external support and complicate efforts to finance current account and fiscal
deficits. Fourth, weaker growth of key trade partners could undermine exports, dampening
growth and adjustment of the current account. Fifth, economic disruption associated with a
possible escalation of tensions in the heavily industrialized, eastern part of Ukraine could
negatively affect growth. In this context possible disruption in gas supply and restriction on
exports to the Russian Federation could also reduce growth and lead to larger than expected
external imbalances. Finally, there are significant risks in the banking sector, related to credit
quality, liquidity and capital adequacy concerns at select banks. While the authorities are making
efforts to reduce risks, some of them are inherent to the economic structure and may not be fully
mitigated, at least in the short to medium term.
23.
The macroeconomic policy framework, coordinated with the IMF and development
partners, is adequate for this DPL to proceed. The authorities have taken initial steps to
9

stabilize the economy, including a switch to a flexible exchange rate regime and fiscal
consolidation, anchored in the SBA with the IMF. The current program of macroeconomic
stabilization is expected to be successful in addressing external financing needs and in reducing
external and internal imbalances accumulated over recent years. As part of coordinated support
with the IMF and others, this DPL responds to urgent external financing needs and contributes to
macroeconomic policy resiliency and growth through support to fiscal adjustment in reducing the
fiscal burden of energy subsidies, and to spurring growth by removing constraints to private
enterprises and improving governance in the public sector.
2.3

IMF RELATIONS

24.
On April 30, the IMF Board of Executive Directors approved a 2-year SBA, in the
amount of SDR 10.976 billion (or US$ 17.1 billion equivalent). The SBA aims to restore
macroeconomic stability, strengthen economic governance and transparency, and spur growth.
The approval of the SBA enables the immediate disbursement of US$ 3.19 billion, with US$ 2
billion being allocated to the budget. The second and third disbursements will be based on bimonthly reviews, and the remainder of the program period will be subject to standard quarterly
reviews and performance criteria. The World Bank team has shared information in the following
areas where it has long-standing engagements with the authorities: energy sector, social safety
nets, procurement, VAT administration, governance, and financial sector.
3. THE GOVERNMENT’S PROGRAM
25.
A Program was prepared by the new Government that came into office in February
2014. 8 The program outlines the following broad strategic directions:
•

•
•

8

The Government signaled its intention to begin working with international partners
to immediately stabilize the economy by adopting austerity measures. As part of this,
the Government plans to use a balanced approach by re-examining both revenues and
expenditures. On the revenue side, the Government plans to revise personal and corporate
taxes to assess their efficiency and raise revenue. On the expenditure side, apart from
reducing waste, the Government plans to review subsidies that inhibit competition and
undermine fiscal discipline. In addition, by raising energy tariffs, the Plan aims at
reducing fiscal and quasi-fiscal deficits and coupling this with increases in social
protection to the poor and vulnerable.
The Government Program also emphasizes transparency and anti-corruption
measures. In particular, it stresses transparency in the use of state funds by adopting a
sound public procurement law.
Additionally, the Government Program encompasses structural reforms to improve
the investment climate by removing restrictions that hinder competition and by
limiting the role of state “control” in economic activities. The Plan emphasizes the
need to make Ukraine attractive to foreign investors by introducing laws that provide for
a level playing field and by protecting the rights of investors and their property. The
Government also highlights the need for reforms in the energy sector to improve energy
efficiency and security.

The program can be found at: http://www.kmu.gov.ua/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=247060213&cat_id=244274130
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4. THE PROPOSED OPERATION
4.1

LINK TO GOVERNMENT PROGRAM AND OPERATION DESCRIPTION

26.
DPL1 is the first of two lending operations in a series aimed at supporting highpriority reform measures. The operation has seven prior actions structured around three pillars
and aims to promote good governance, transparency and accountability in the public sector;
strengthen the regulatory framework and reduce costs of doing business; and reform inefficient
and inequitable utility subsidies while protecting the poor.
27.
Four principles guided the selection of prior actions and triggers. First, the program
is focused on policy actions that are government priorities and where the WBG could rely on
existing analytical work and an established engagement to underpin a substantive policy dialogue
with the authorities even within the short timeframe available to prepare this operation (Table 6).
Second, across the three pillars the program seeks to address governance challenges, by
combining policy and institutional reforms. Third, prior actions were selected to balance the
distributional impact of the adjustment while cushioning impact on the poor. Fourth, the program
leverages complementarity with other development partners, most notably with the prospective
IMF SBA which contains parallel conditionality related to utility tariffs and public procurement.
28.
The design of the DPL series incorporates lessons learnt from earlier budget
support operations in Ukraine as well as the Bank’s global experience. While designed
around a frontloaded program of short-term reform measures to address the crisis, the
programmatic design will help sustain momentum beyond the immediate actions supported by
this first operation. 9 In addition, the risk assessment provides a candid discussion of powerful
vested interests that could likely slow the pace of reforms and undermine the impact and results
of the operation. Consultations were held with civil society to strengthen demand for the reforms
supported under the program. Finally, consultations were held with other development partners
to leverage limited lending resources of the WBG.
4.2.

PRIOR ACTIONS, RESULTS AND ANALYTICAL UNDERPINNINGS

Pillar A: Promote good governance, transparency and accountability in the public sector
29.
Ukraine needs to confront an urgent crisis of poor governance. 10 Distrust between
citizens and the state is one of the principal challenges facing the new Government. The unrest
that swept the country in recent months reflects discontent over fundamental governance failures,
state capture by vested interests and deep-rooted corruption in the delivery of public services.
Restoring confidence in the public sector, improving governance and curbing widespread
corruption are priorities of the new Government. The challenge is to sustain this momentum over
9

The previous DPL series (with three operations) was designed in the aftermath of the 2004 Orange Revolution when expectations were high.
While overall direction of the reform agenda in the series was maintained, prior actions and expected development outcomes had to be changed in
the second and third operations to reflect changing reality – especially in the third operation that had to deal with the 2008/09 crisis. In this case,
however, the situation is reversed. This series starts out with an operation to deal with a crisis, and is designed to use the subsequent operation to
sustain momentum. But learning from the past, the time frame for this series is kept short. World Bank (2011), “ICRR on Second and Third
Development Policy Loans,” IEG (2011), “ICR Review – Development Policy Loan 2.”
10
Ukraine has persistently low rankings on critical aspects of governance. A range of indicators, such as the Index of Economic Freedom of the
Heritage Foundation and the Corruption Perception Index of Transparency International reveal a further deterioration in the past three years.
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the longer term so that institutional reforms needed to realize improvements in governance can
be put into place. The governance pillar is supporting initial steps towards these institutional
reforms. It includes measures to increase transparency and efficiency of public procurement and
public financial management thereby safeguarding the use of public funds. It seeks to strengthen
accountability of senior public and elected officials through systematic disclosure and
verification of asset declarations. Finally, it reinforces measures to close loopholes in the tax
system that have allowed for widespread tax avoidance and created opportunities for corruption.
30.
Results. Prior actions and triggers under this pillar are initial steps towards improving
governance and transparency in the public sector. Results will pertain to more transparency and
competition in public procurement and public investment management (prior action 1 and trigger
1). The pillar will also improve accountability of elected and senior public officials by
facilitating public scrutiny and reducing opportunities for illicit enrichment (prior action 2 and
trigger 2). Finally, extension of external audit coverage will strengthen checks and balances on
the revenue side of the budget while closing loopholes in the transfer pricing law will reduce
opportunities for tax avoidance (triggers 3 and 4 respectively).
Prior Action 1: Enact 11 legislative amendments to reduce exemptions in public procurement
from competitive procedures
31.
This prior action supports the Government in restoring the integrity of the Law on
Public Procurement. About 15 percent of government spending – around US$ 9 billion in 2013
– was used for procuring goods and services. The 2010 Law on Public Procurement put in place
a robust legal framework for public procurement, but provisions of the Law were subsequently
eroded by a series of amendments that expanded the number of exemptions from public
procurement law and resulted in a frequently-changing legislative framework. As a result,
competition in procurement was limited with an average of just 2.8 participants in each
procurement transaction and only 35 percent of procurements by value used competitive methods
in 2013, undermining value for money and creating opportunities for corruption. This prior
action supports amendments to the Law on Public Procurement that reduce the scope for
exemptions from competitive procedures 12 and provide for the use of eProcurement. In addition,
the Law on Procurement in Certain Sectors regulating procurement by natural monopolies and
utilities was also amended to increase transparency of procurement processes by lowering
thresholds 13 for application of the procurement legislation. Moreover, the Law also requires the
Government to publish procurement information. The prior action builds on many years of the
reform dialogue between the Government, the World Bank and the EU and is aligned with the
IMF SBA in this area. Greater competition and better governance of the procurement process are
expected to generate savings over time and enhance value for money.
Trigger 1: Enact legislative amendments, including to the Budget Code, to improve the public
investment management framework
32.
This trigger supports establishing a public investment management framework for
projects financed from the state budget. The 2011 Public Expenditure and Financial
11

Enact means legislation is approved by Parliament, signed by the President and published in official gazette.
From 45 exceptions to 15.
13
From UAH 5 million to UAH 1 million for goods and services and UAH 10 million to UAH 5 million for works.
12

12

Accountability Assessment (PEFA) and 2012 Public Investment Management Assessment
identified public investment management as one of the weakest elements of the PFM system in
Ukraine. Discretion in the identification, appraisal and selection of public investment projects,
coupled with weak implementation monitoring creates opportunities for corruption. 14 The
Government plans to amend the Budget Code to provide for a definition of public investment
project and delineate responsibilities and rules for project preparation, selection, appraisal,
monitoring and evaluation.
Prior Action 2: Government adopts and submits to Parliament legislation to establish
centralized external verification of financial disclosures by elected and senior public officials
and disciplinary and administrative accountability for those who fail to comply with financial
disclosure requirements or misrepresent financial information
33.
To strengthen prevention of corruption, this prior action supports Cabinet action to
institutionalize a robust system of financial disclosures of elected and senior public officials.
To overcome the crisis of confidence in public sector governance, decisive steps need to be taken
to curb opportunities for high-level corruption. While addressing these fundamental governance
weaknesses will require a multifaceted approach – combining steps to recover stolen assets,
preventive measures, more transparency and effective checks and balances – it is important for
the Government to signal to citizens that it is serious about ensuring the integrity of elected and
senior public officials. Financial disclosures are one of the tools for introducing such
accountability. However, currently the process of verification of asset declarations is weak. It is
decentralized to the level of Human Resources department in every ministry or agency, and as
such provides only a means of internal verification. In addition, even if the provision of
untruthful information in asset declarations by public officials were uncovered, current Ukrainian
legislation allows for limited accountability for misrepresenting financial information. This prior
action supports Cabinet submission of legislative amendments to establish external verification
of financial disclosures and to strengthen accountability for those who fail to comply with
financial disclosure requirements. This reform is expected to improve accountability of elected
and senior public officials by facilitating public scrutiny and reducing opportunities for illicit
enrichment.
Trigger 2: Enact legislation to establish centralized external verification of financial disclosures
by elected and senior public officials and disciplinary and administrative accountability for
those who fail to comply with financial disclosure requirements or misrepresent financial
information and establish an independent anticorruption preventive agency responsible for the
verification of asset declarations
34.
Going forward, the Government plans to further strengthen requirements for asset
declaration and establish a verification mechanism with support of DPL2. This trigger
supports enactment of the law supported by prior action 2, which centralizes the system of
verifications of financial disclosures by delegating the verification to the tax authority. While this
provides for external means of control, it is still vested within the executive branch of the
Government. To further strengthen independence of the verification mechanism, this trigger
further supports fully independent verification of asset declarations by a new independent
14
2012 Public Investment Management Assessment scored all the elements mentioned as D or D+ on an A to D scale, where D is the lowest
score.
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preventive anti-corruption agency.
Trigger 3: Enact amendments to the Law on the Accounting Chamber to expand coverage of
external audits to state budget revenue
35.
DPL2 will strengthen oversight arrangements for public funds. The Law on the
Accounting Chamber of Ukraine limits coverage of external audit to expenditures of the State
Budget of Ukraine, omitting responsibility for state revenues and a wide range of public
institutions. 15 The approval of a legal framework for the Accounting Chamber expanding its
authority to undertake external audits of state budget revenue would bring the scope of the audit
closer to standards under the Lima Declaration of Audit Precepts and the Mexico Declaration on
Supreme Audit Authority Independence. By strengthening checks and balances on the revenue
side of the budget, this trigger is expected to reduce opportunities for leakage, thereby
contributing to more transparent management of state revenues.
Trigger 4: Enact amendments to the Law on Transfer Pricing to reduce tax avoidance in line
with OECD guidelines
36.
This trigger supports amending the Law on Transfer Pricing, which currently
allows excessive discretion. Provisions include a special method for defining transfer prices
(article 21) until 2018 and discretionary authority of the Government to expand or reduce the
number of sectors to which this method could be applied. The Law is also applied to domestic
transactions contrary to OECD principles. The current legal framework opens opportunities for
corporate taxpayers, especially large ones with political connections to minimize their tax
burden, thus eroding fiscal revenues, undermining the fairness of the tax system and distorting
competition in favor of large corporate entities. The Government commits to improving the
transfer pricing legislation and plans to work with experts and business community to address
key deficiencies of the current law with the aim to close existing loopholes.
Pillar B: Strengthen the regulatory framework and reduce costs of doing business
37.
Stunted growth of the private sector, linked to poor investment climate, goes a long
way in explaining Ukraine’s poor growth performance. Ukraine made substantial efforts to
improve its investment climate as reflected in improved World Bank Doing Business
indicators. 16 But challenges remain. First, legislative reforms do not translate into effective
implementation, reflected in discretionary application of laws and regulations. In particular, tax
administration is often not transparent and imposes high compliance costs on the private sector.
Second, business regulations are excessively focused on ex-ante controls, rather than in ex-post
risk management resulting in an excessive number of licenses, permit requirements and
inspections. The process for obtaining business permits is lengthy and costly. Third, the
incentives for productive firms to invest and export are hindered because of weak investor
protection and insolvency framework. In addition, regulations particularly those related to
product standards, food safety, and land management are cumbersome and not aligned
15

The 2011 PEFA Assessment has scored external audit performance in Ukraine at D+ on an A to D scale, where D is the lowest score.
The country has risen from 140th place in World Bank’s Doing Business (DB) 2013 ranking to 112th place in DB 2014, thanks to focused
efforts to improve in several DB areas. Many of these reforms were spurred by a deregulation exercise (“guillotine”) implemented in 2005, which
helped repeal 4,900 regulations that could no longer be justified, out of about 10,000. The reforms enabled Ukraine to reduce its distance from
global best practice in most areas of doing business in 2005-2014, especially in property registration, access to credit, and construction permits.
16
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requirements of key export markets. The reform agenda should focus on: (i) business
deregulation and simplification; (ii) closing the implementation gap of business legislative
reforms through greater transparency and accountability of key implementing agencies and
overall coordination of government efforts on investment climate reforms; and (iii) institutional
capacity building and inter-sector coordination. Within this vast agenda, this DPL pillar supports
actions to improve regulatory quality for a stronger investment climate. The pillar also addresses
a major distortion in the agricultural land market, by eliminating legislative provision that
allowed for the creation of the State Land Bank.
38.
Results. In combination, the expected results of these measures are to reduce the costs
and risks of doing business in Ukraine. Improvements in the investment climate will come from
reductions in administrative and regulatory costs, and from higher predictability, transparency,
and quality of business regulation.
Prior Action 3: Enact legislation requiring publication of monthly data on VAT refund
processing including claims, refunds, automatic refunds, and arrears; revoke order of the
Ministry of Revenue and Duties that establishes targets for additional assessments and fines
resulting from audits
39.
This prior action supports policy changes to increase transparency and compliance
orientation in the tax administration. The prior action addresses two distinct, but related issues
in current tax administration procedures. First, a target-driven approach to revenue collection has
ensured high collection ratios but at significant cost to business. Second, a non-transparent and
discretionary VAT refund process and problems in the payment of VAT refund claims have been
a recurrent issue in Ukraine, imposing liquidity costs on businesses, especially exporters. These
problems were rooted in fiscal pressures to withhold refunds, limited use of risk-based audit and
governance weaknesses. By revoking directives that set target for tax collections from each tax
audit, the Government will reduce unplanned audits and reorient the audit system to ensuring
compliance with tax legislation, contributing to a change in the nature of interactions between
tax officials and taxpayers. To increase public accountability, the Government will also mandate
the Ministry of Revenue and Duties to e-publicize monthly data on VAT refunds dynamics. 17
The World Bank and the IMF have worked on this issue with the Government for many years.
Trigger 5: Improve VAT refund processing by extension of automatic VAT refund procedures
and revising automatic refund eligibility criteria
40.
The DPL2 will support changes to the automatic VAT refund system to ensure
timely and transparent handling of refund claims. Implementation of the automatic refund
system started in 2011, but risk criteria have limited the use of this process. 18 Out of 1907 VAT
refund claims by exporters in January 2014, only 330 claims were eligible for automatic refunds.
This trigger will support eliminating discretion and delays in the refund process. To prevent the
17
The data will include the opening balance of VAT claims, new VAT claims, cash refunds, offsets with other taxes, payments under the
“automatic” system (within 30 days), denied requests, and refund claims in arrears (above 74 days).
18
Criteria include, among others: verification of transactions of the VAT claimer’s suppliers, which is equivalent to a desk audit; average wages
of a company wishing to qualify for the refund system should be equal or more than 250 percent of the official minimum wage, taxpayer’s share
of zero-rated sales should exceed 50 percent; the taxpayer should not have tax debt or be under a bankruptcy procedure or closure; the taxpayer
should have at least 20 employees or have a value in assets higher than the VAT refund claims and its profit tax to income ratio should exceed the
average for the sector.
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accumulation of refund arrears and ensure transparent and non-discretionary process of handling
refund claims, the Government will establish a truly automatic VAT refund window for low risk
taxpayers. This will entail revision of the criterion of counterparty risk through invoice crosschecking and of criterion of having average wages of the company above 250 percent of the
official minimum wage. A more efficient and transparent VAT refund process will reduce
compliance costs for taxpayers, especially exporters.
Prior Action 4: Enact legislation to ease business and property registration and reduce the
number of permits
41.
This prior action supports enactment of a package of regulatory reforms. Ukraine
has an excessive number of permits putting undue burden on businesses. The process of
obtaining permits is long and costly, and technical regulations are not aligned with good
international practices Legislation on permits will establish a positive list of required permits and
reduce the number of activities subject to required permits (the total number of permits has been
reduced from 143 to 85). These modifications will lead to simplified permitting procedures,
including by improving internal coordination among state authorities involved in issuing permits
to lower transaction costs for businesses.
Trigger 6: Enact legislation to continue overhaul selected priority areas of regulation, establish
regulatory impact assessment, rationalize construction permits, ease licenses, strengthen
investor protection and harmonize Ukraine’s standardization system, legal framework for food
safety, technical regulations and conformity assessments with EU requirements
42.
The Government will continue and deepen the regulatory overhaul under DPL2.
The legislative package will strengthen investor protection by reinforcing disclosure
requirements and increasing directors' liability in related party transactions. The trigger also
supports steps to harmonize standardization and metrology legislation with EU requirements,
which will lead to: voluntary application of standards; standards regulation by the line authority;
institutional separation of metrology and standardization. The adoption of this measure will
facilitate harmonization of Ukrainian product standards with EU standards for a significant
number of manufacturing product categories. The ultimate dual objective of the action is to
increase safety of products for consumers in the domestic market and enable Ukrainian
producers to meet standards demanded by export markets. Further steps will include reforms of
food safety legislation to comply with key international and EU principles, to rationalize
construction permits, and improve the inspection regime.
Prior Action 5: Cabinet adopts and submits draft law to Parliament revoking possible use of
land as bank capital (State Land Bank)
43.
This prior action will annul the legislative framework that allows for use of land as
bank capital, thus removing a significant distortion and governance risk in the land market
and banking system. The State Land Bank (SLB) – which was created in 2012 through a
number of legislative amendments – combines agricultural financing with land administration
functions. The legal framework allowed the SLB to use the appraised value of land plots as part
of its statutory (tier 1) capital, contradicting both the principles of Ukrainian banking legislation
and Basel norms, which require statutory capital to be formed by cash (or state bonds in
16

exceptional circumstances). The SLB was also granted a preemptive purchase right for land
plots, creating a quasi-monopolistic structure in the land market. This framework, possibly
established to serve vested interests, creates significant risks to both the land market and the
financial sector. Revoking legislation that allowed use of land as bank capital will address these
concerns, reduce potential banking sector risks and contribute to competitive land market.
Trigger 7: Enact legislation to abolish use of land as bank capital (State Land Bank)
44.
This trigger completes the action to cancel all legislative acts that allow for the creation
of institutions such as the State Land Bank.
Pillar C: Reform inefficient and inequitable utility subsidies while protecting the poor
45.
Low residential gas and heating tariffs in Ukraine are bad for the budget, bad for
energy efficiency, bad for service delivery and bad for energy security. Despite facing one of
the highest import prices for gas supplies, Ukraine’s residential gas and district heating tariffs are
among the lowest in Europe. On average, Ukrainian households pay around 20 percent of the full
import price of gas. 19 To compensate for financial losses on residential gas and heat sales, the
Government provides direct budgetary and quasi-fiscal subsidies to households amounting to
around 7 percent of GDP per year (Table 4). 20 These subsidies are regressive – with around 30
percent going to the top quintile in the income distribution. This pillar will support gradual tariff
increases for residential gas and district heating services to improve financial cost recovery.
These tariff increases need to be accompanied by targeted social assistance to protect the socially
vulnerable. Based on analytical work, the World Bank has advised the Government on
residential gas and district heating tariffs, energy efficiency and social safety nets for many years
and the IMF SBA is aligned with this ongoing dialogue and knowledge base.
46.
Results. The prior actions and triggers under this pillar will begin to address fiscal and
quasi-fiscal subsidies in the utility and energy sector while strengthening social safety nets.
While the initial fiscal and quasi-fiscal impact of tariff increases is limited and partially offset by
increased cost of social protection programs (Table 5), cost reflective tariffs provide better
incentives for energy efficient behavior on the demand side while providing utilities the
financing and incentives for needed investment to improve efficiency on supply side. The
gradual elimination of tariff differential will increase transparency of the sector and reduce
opportunities for arbitrage. Complementing tariff reforms, the pillar also supports measures to
improve governance and market structure in the sector, including steps to enhance the
independence of the regulators and to move forward with restructuring of Naftogaz. The pillar
also introduces new targeted social assistance program as a temporary measure to mitigate the
impact of tariff increases on the poor.
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The average gas import price from the Russian Federation in 2012 was about US$ 425/tcm and US$ 408 in 2013; Ukrainian households paid
on average a little over US$ 100/tcm and district heating companies pay under US$ 150/tcm for gas used to produce residential heat.
20
Quasi-fiscal subsidies are calculated as the difference between short-term economic value of gas in Ukraine and domestic cost of gas.
Commodity cost of gas is driven by the market value of marginal supply source of natural gas as any changes in volume would be impacted
directly by this cost of supply. Gas supply in Ukraine consists of mostly of Russian gas and indigenous Ukrainian gas. Ukrainian gas production
has been relatively constant over the past eight years, at about 20 billion cubic meters annually, about 35 percent of total domestic gas
consumption. Current indigenous gas production cannot fully meet demand, making the Russian Federation the marginal supplier of gas. Hence,
the economic value of gas in Ukraine, at least in the short term, is equal to the commodity cost of Russian gas.
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Table 4: Estimated Direct Budgetary and Quasi-Fiscal Subsidies on Gas and Heating in Ukraine
(Post-Tax), percent of GDP
Subsidies to…
Households, gas only
(quasifiscal)
District heating companies, production
of residential heat
(quasi-fiscal)

2011
4.9

2012
4.6

2.2

2.1

District heating companies, difference
0.4
between tariffs and costs
(direct
budgetary support)
Total
7.5
Note: Excludes transmission and distribution subsidies

0.3

(Import price of Russian gas – Average domestic price of gas
to households) X Volume sold to households
(Import price of Russian gas – Domestic price of gas to
utilities to produce residential heat) X Volume of gas sold to
district heating companies to produce residential heat
(Cost/Gcal – tariff/Gcal) X Volume of heat sold to households

7.0

Table 5: Estimated Fiscal Impact of Tariff and Social Assistance Reforms
Policy Measure
UAH billion
% GDP
Impact of Tariff Reforms
a. Reduction in quasi-fiscal subsidy from 56 % Increase in Residential Gas Tariff (Weighted
3.5-5.6 *
0.2%-0.4%
Average)
b. Reduction in Budget Subsidy to DH from 40% Increase in Residential DH Tariff (Weighted
3.7
0.3%
Average)
Impact of Social Assistance
c. Additional Cost of Expanding Benefits of Housing and Utility Subsidy and Privileges
1.4
0.1%
e. Cost of New Targeted Program
1.8
0.14%
Note: * The two estimates assume demand elasticity for gas consumption -0.3 and 0, respectively. The IMF working paper on
Ukraine gas pricing policy (Ukraine Gas Pricing Policy: Distributional Consequences of Tariff Increases by Pritha Mitra and
Ruben Atoyan, 2012, IMF Working Paper WP/12/ 247) estimated price elasticity of gas consumption by Ukrainian households in
the range of -0.26 to -0.28 depending on income quintile.

Prior Action 6: National Energy Regulatory Commission (NERC) adopts resolution to increase
residential gas prices by 56 percent (weighted average) and National Commission for
Regulation of Communal Services (NCRCS) adopts resolution to increase residential heating
tariffs 176 licensees by 40 percent (weighted average)
47.
The prior action supports the Government in increasing the weighted average
residential gas tariff by 56 percent. To protect the most vulnerable households, the gas tariff
increase for households consuming less than 2.5 thousand cubic meters (tcm) per year will be 50
percent while gas price increase for the rest of the households will be 62-63 percent. Moreover,
households that use gas only for cooking and water heating will be put into a separate group;
their tariffs will be increased by 63 percent. 21 Increasing gas tariffs to households by 56 percent
on average will bring residential gas sales closer to full cost recovery, decrease quasi-fiscal
subsidies to households and provide incentives to improve efficiency of residential gas
consumption.
48.
The prior action also supports the Government in increasing district heating tariffs
for 152 largest district heating utilities by 40 percent on average. The tariff increase for the
remaining district heating utilities is planned before May 1, 2014. The 176 selected utilities cover
over 90 percent of Ukrainian heat market. The new tariffs will become effective as of July 1,
21
Most of the households that use gas only for cooking and water heating live in multistoried apartment buildings in urban areas that use district
heating; their annual gas consumption is about 0.3 tcm per household. Hence, under old pricing system they were in the group that consumed
below 2.5 tcm per household annually.
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2014. Increasing residential heating tariffs will result in reduced need to compensate district
heating utilities for below-cost recovery tariffs. It will also provide incentive to implement
sector-wide consumption-based billing and start improving residential heat consumption. After
the reform, the direct fiscal support to district heating utilities is expected to decrease from 0.3
percent of GDP to 0.01 percent.
Trigger 8: Enact amendments to the Law of Ukraine on Regulation of Communal Services to
enforce independence of the national regulation of communal services by making it impossible to
set tariffs below cost-recovery levels; the Government approves the draft law on regulation of
energy sector consistent with the Third Energy Package
49.
The Government also plans to strengthen independence of regulators responsible
for heating and gas tariff increases to depoliticize the setting of tariffs. Both regulators –
NCRCS and NERC – are supposed to be independent, but a number of factors limit their
independence in practice. For example, both regulators follow decisions of the Cabinet of
Ministers on tariff increases. Because of the lack of independence, both regulators are unable to
perform their functions efficiently and are constrained by politics. To remedy the lack of political
independence, the Government intends to amend the article in the “Law on Regulation of
Communal Services” that currently allows Cabinet of Ministers to request NCRCS to set belowcost recovery tariffs. The Government also plans to prepare and approve the draft of the “Law on
Regulation of Energy Sector” that is in compliance with the requirement of the Third Energy
Package. 22 This law would ensure that NERC is legally able to act independently, that its staff
and persons responsible for its management act independently from any market interest and do
not seek or take direct instructions from any Government or other public or private entity when
carrying out regulatory tasks, as it is required by EU Directive 2009/72/EC.
Trigger 9: Approval of concept 23 for Naftogaz restructuring, acceptable to the World Bank
50.
DPL2 will support the Government in meeting its commitment to restructure
Naftogaz, which is a vertically integrated, state-owned company consisting of a number of
subsidiaries. Its current organizational structure is not fully compliant with the requirements of
EU Directive 2003/55/EC, which Ukraine committed to implement by January 1, 2012. The
provisions of the Directive require unbundling of the natural gas transmission and distribution
activities from natural gas production and supply to ensure free access to the gas transmission
network and prevention of conflict of interests. The World Bank team, together with other IFIs
and EU, made efforts to engage in a dialogue with Naftogaz for the past two years, but progress
has been slow. Naftogaz approached the World Bank recently to renew its request for support in
restructuring. Preparation and approval of Naftogaz’s restructuring strategy, together with a
sequenced and dated reform plan, acceptable to the World Bank, would be a turning point in
improving transparency and governance of the sector. But risks remain substantial given strong
vested interests and poor track record.
22

The European Union's Third Energy Package is a legislative package for an internal gas and electricity market in the European Union. Its
purpose is to further open up the gas and electricity markets in the European Union. Core elements of the third package include ownership
unbundling, which stipulates separation of companies' generation and sale operations from their transmission networks, and establishment of an
independent National Regulatory Authority for each Member State and the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators which provides a
forum for national regulators to work together.
23
Concept here refers to an official document, cleared by Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Justice, and approved by
Cabinet of Ministers which includes among other things a strategy with time bound reform steps.
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Prior Action 7: Cabinet adopts regulation to introduce new targeted program to compensate
increase in gas and heating bills of the poorest 30 percent of the population
51.
This prior action supports implementing a new, temporary social assistance
program, targeted to the poorest 30 percent of the population to mitigate the impact of
tariff reforms. Ukraine has two established programs to protect households from the impact of
high utility expenditures. First, the housing and utility subsidy (HUS) program compensates
utility cost in excess of 15 percent (or 10 percent if they include disabled family members or
have children) of household income. The program is not means-tested and its targeting accuracy
is moderate. In 2012, the program covered only 3 percent of the poorest decile and 4 percent of
the poorest quintile. Only 9 percent of the benefits of HUS program reached households from the
poorest decile (and only 34 percent of the funds are reaching the poorest 20 percent of the
population). Second, there are categorical consumer subsidies extended to certain groups of
privileged recipients (war veterans, certain occupational groups, etc.) to cover utility bills up to
100 percent. Currently, about one quarter of the population receives these kinds of benefits, but
these programs are expensive and poorly targeted. As a result of tariff increases the Government
is expecting increased expenditures under these two existing programs (increase from UAH 6.1
billion to UAH 7.5 billion). However, given the limited coverage of existing programs among
low-income households, the Government has introduced a new, income-tested program targeted
to the poorest 30 percent of the population. The program, which has been adopted by a Cabinet
of Ministers resolution, will compensate the increase in gas and heating bills during the next
heating season. However, given that the new program is intended only as a short-term fix to
mitigate the immediate shock of tariff increases during the upcoming heating season, sustainable
protection for poor and vulnerable families over the medium-term, will require further
consolidation and rationalization of existing (untargeted) programs (and overall spending on
safety nets), combined with an increase in the coverage of the means-tested Guaranteed
Minimum Income (GMI), which should become the main vehicle to deliver transfers to the poor.
Trigger 10: Include social inspection as a centralized function in the bylaws governing the
functions of the Ministry of Social Policy to improve targeting efficiency and contain errors and
fraud in social protection programs, including in new targeted program
52.
DPL2 will support institutional reforms to improve fraud prevention and efficiency
in the administration of social assistance programs. The Government is planning to include
social inspection as a centralized function to improve targeting efficiency and detect errors, fraud
and corruption across all social protection programs. During its first year of operation, inspection
will focus on social assistance programs; expand later to disability benefits and non-reporting or
under-reporting of wages; and finally to cover social insurance benefits, including pensions that
amount to 18 percent of GDP in Ukraine.
Trigger 11: Government adopts further measures to improve targeting of social assistance to the
poor
53.

Ukraine spent around 3.3 percent of GDP on social assistance in 2012, compared to
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an average of 2 percent in the ECA region. 24 Among the 17 social assistance programs, a
majority provide categorical or universal benefits to broad groups of population. 25 Only the
Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) program and the newly introduced housing and utility
services compensation are targeted to low-income households based on means or income tests.
The composition of spending on social assistance has changed in recent years, with share of GMI
spending in total social assistance expenditure falling from 20 percent in 2005 to 5 percent in
2012. To further improve targeting of social assistance programs and reduce costs of expensive
social assistance system in Ukraine, the Government plans to (i) reduce costs of universal child
benefits while increasing the child benefits to poor families; (ii) expand the coverage of the GMI
program as the main vehicle to protect the poor against shocks; and (iii) strengthen
administration of social benefits and services (supported by trigger 10). Given the current
economic, political and social context, implementation of these reforms needs to proceed
cautiously to avoid an escalation of social tensions. Specific measures will be discussed during
the preparation of DPL2.
Table 6: DPL Prior Actions and Analytical Underpinnings
Prior actions
Prior Action 1
Prior Action 2
Prior Action 3

Prior Action 4

Prior action 5
Prior Action 6

Prior Action 7

4.3

Analytical Underpinnings
Pillar 1: Promote good governance, transparency and accountability in the public sector
Fiscal, Structural and Governance TA (P130146); Ukraine Public Expenditure and Financial
Accountability Assessment (P125931)
Fiscal, Structural and Governance TA (P130146)
Pillar 2: Strengthen the regulatory framework and reduce costs of doing business
Fiscal, Structural and Governance TA (P130146); State Tax Service Modernization Project (P057815);
Ukraine Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability Assessment (P125931); Public Finance
Review II (P102035)
Country Economic Memorandum (P107252); Opportunities and Challenges to Private Sector
Development in Ukraine (P133464); Fiscal, Structural and Governance TA (P130146); Doing Business
Reports
Policy Note on Land Bank
Pillar 3: Reform inefficient and inequitable utility subsidies while protecting the poor
Country Economic Memorandum (P107252); Modernization of the District Heating Systems in
Ukraine: Heat Metering and Consumption-Based Billing, World Bank, 2012 - District Heating AAA
(P112754); Gas and District Heating Tariff Reform in Ukraine: Mitigating the Impact of Tariff
Increases through Targeted Cash Transfers and Energy Efficiency.- Forthcoming, World Bank - Gas
and District Heating AAA (P112754); Ukraine District Heating Energy Efficiency Project (P132741)
Gas and District Heating Tariff Reform in Ukraine: Mitigating the Impact of Tariff Increases through
Targeted Cash Transfers and Energy Efficiency.- Forthcoming, World Bank - Gas and District Heating
AAA (P112754); Country Economic Memorandum (P107252); Ukraine Social Safety Net
Modernization (P128344)

LINK TO CPS AND OTHER BANK OPERATIONS

54.
This programmatic DPL is aligned with the strategic directions set out in the
Country Partnership Strategy (FY12-16). The CPS is structured around two pillars: i)
improving public services and public finances and ii) improving policy effectiveness and
economic competitiveness. The lending engagement was calibrated to the pace and strength of
reforms leaving scope for a programmatic, cross-sector DPL to support better governance and
economic competitiveness. This DPL is linked to a parallel financial sector programmatic DPL
series, currently under preparation, which will support the authorities in restoring stability in the
banking sector, making the system more resilient to future shocks, and creating conditions for
resumed financial intermediation on a sustainable and affordable basis. The proposed DPL
24
25

Source: Social Protection Database: Spending on Social Protection Programs, October 2013 version.
Families with children/foster families, persons with disabilities, elderly without contributory pensions, and privileged citizens.
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complements several Bank investment lending operations, including Social Safety Nets
Modernization Project and District Heating Energy Efficiency Project currently under
preparation. The DPL also build on results of the State Tax Service Modernization Project.
4.4

CONSULTATIONS, COLLABORATION WITH DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

55.
Despite the condensed preparation time for DPL1, discussions have been conducted
with civil society organizations, IFIs and development partners. The World Bank team
organized a presentation to civil society organizations, outlining the reform program supported
by the DPL series. In addition, many of the reforms supported by the DPL, e.g., gas and district
heating tariff reforms, targeted social assistance, public procurement, business environment,
VAT refund, have been discussed publicly and extensively through the Bank's economic and
sector work publications. The WBG worked with other IFIs and development partners including
EU, DFID, and the Government of Japan through JICA, which is providing parallel financing.
The WBG team has also worked with the IMF on macroeconomic, structural and financial sector
issues. In this regard, the fiscal/governance matrix developed by the World Bank formed the
basis for part of the IMF program as well as for other development partners.
5. OTHER DESIGN AND APPRAISAL ISSUES
5.1

POVERTY AND SOCIAL IMPACT

56.
By enhancing the growth potential of the economy, the reforms supported by the
programmatic DPL series are expected to contribute to improved living standards, shared
prosperity and poverty alleviation. Given the cross-cutting nature of many of the supported
governance and business climate reforms, some of the expected social impacts of this DPL are
difficult to quantify. In the short run, the adjustment – necessary to restore a sustainable
macroeconomic framework and a precondition for this operation to proceed – may lead to
adverse social impacts through income and employment shocks that may hurt the poor despite
mitigation efforts. In the medium run, by laying the foundation for a sustainable recovery, the
policy program is expected to generate positive social impacts through better public services,
growth and employment channels. The measures aimed at curbing corruption and reducing the
costs of doing business are expected to curtail opportunities for rent-seeking among those at the
top of the income distribution, while facilitating higher investment and bringing benefits to the
population at large, as well as to the poor segments of the population. Removal of barriers to
trade in agricultural goods, supported under DPL2, is likely to open up new employment
opportunities and increase returns of agricultural assets in a context in which deeper poverty is
experienced in rural areas.
57.
The increase in residential tariffs for gas and district heating, supported by DPL1, is
expected to affect households, especially the poor. Tariff increases and higher utility bills will
affect the purchasing power of households particularly during the “cold season” (October 15April 15). 26 This is the case for households connected to district heating, as they do not have the
option of disconnecting from the service while the scope for adjustment in energy demand is
limited in the absence of individual meters and consumption-based billing for most residential
26

Until then the only impacts are going to be on households that use gas for cooking or have gas water heaters, and possibly on the households
who are served by the few district heating utilities that have adopted a policy of spreading the cost of heating over the whole year. At this stage, it
is not clear when these utilities will start factoring in the new tariff in their monthly bills.
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consumers. 27 In absolute terms, richer households are going to be affected the most by these
tariff increases as they tend to consume more energy. However, in relative terms poorer
households are going to be more affected as they spend a higher proportion of their household
resources on energy. 28 In the cold season, poor households spend about 10 percent of their
income on gas and district heating, against a share of 8.3 for the non-poor. Without
compensatory social assistance measures, the combined rise in gas and district heating tariffs
would lead to an increase in poor households’ spending on these items by 48 percent during the
cold months (49 percent for the bottom 40 percent of the population), resulting in an increase of
the poverty incidence by 4 percentage points to 13 percent (approximately 1.8 million people). 29
In contrast, the top quintile would see an increase in energy spending of 24 percent.
58.
There are two existing social assistance programs to support household spending on
utility bills, but these programs are poorly targeted. As discussed under prior action 7 above,
there are a number of existing programs to support the affordability of energy and housing
services. First, housing and utility privileges are provided to certain groups of the population
(war veterans, certain occupational groups). These categorical benefits are poorly targeted with
the bottom 20 percent of the income distribution receiving less than 10 percent of the overall
resources while top 20 percent of the income distribution receives 25 percent of the resources
dedicated to the program. Second, universal housing and utility subsidies (that compensate the
cost of utility bills if they exceed a certain share of household income) are more progressive as
they are strongly concentrated in the second and third deciles (combined, they receive 44 percent
of the benefits).
Table 7: Benefit Incidence of the Three Programs Cushioning the Increase in Gas and DH
Tariffs
Subsidies

q1
q2
q3
q4
q5

Privileges

New
program

3 programs
combined

Base

after tariff
increase

base

after tariff
increase

after tariff
increase

after tariff
increase

23
29
24
16
7

20
26
24
19
11

7
18
26
23
25

8
18
26
24
25

54
46
0
0
0

18
25
23
20
14

Note: quintiles of the income distribution net of transfers
Source: HHS 2012, World Bank staff estimates

59.
These existing programs are expected to automatically expand as a result of tariff
increases, cushioning the impact of tariff increases for a wide section of the population. By
design, the housing and utility subsidies will compensate more households as their heating bills
rise as a share of their incomes (particularly in the context of a contracting economy), and

27
In our simulations, demand is assumed to be perfectly inelastic for both district heating and gas. While this might somewhat overestimate the
impact of the increase in gas tariffs, no estimates for the elasticity of the demand for gas exist. There is a consensus that it might be highly
nonlinear, so it is not clear that assuming any particular constant would significantly improve the estimates.
28
There is an expectation that the impact of the tariff increases will vary for different groups of customers, particularly by region, depending on
patterns of energy consumption and efficiency of supply. Further work on understanding this differentiation is expected to take place under the
upcoming planned TA.
29
This is an estimate based on the cold season only. While it overestimates the annual impact, it points to the pressures which the most vulnerable
households would have to withstand, particularly if they have difficulties in smoothing consumption over the year.
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crosses the 15 percent threshold which defines eligibility for most households. 30 In the case of
privileges, the program does not expand in terms of coverage, but in terms of benefits as they are
linked to the overall utility spending of beneficiaries. The impact of this automatic expansion is
significant. The automatic expansion in existing programs would partly insulate poor households
from these increases, but they would still see their bills on gas and heating rise by 5 percent
during the cold season. For the bottom 40, the increase would be 9 percent. An important feature
of this automatic increase is that it has sizeable fiscal cost, and that only a portion of the overall
benefit would benefit the most vulnerable (41 percent of the combined subsidies and privileges
would reach the bottom 40 percent – Table 7).
60.
A new targeted program was introduced to shield the poor from the impact of tariff
increases. The protection offered by existing programs to the bottom decile (which approximates
the poor) is limited, with approximately 11 percent of the benefits directed towards them but
only 3 percent of this group benefiting. To address this protection gap, the Government has
introduced a new targeted program to accompany the tariff increase. The program aims at
insulating entirely the bottom 30 percent of the distribution from the planned tariff increases, for
one year. The program operates in conjunction with the other two as households might receive
benefits from all of them. The program, which started on May 1st, aims to leave household bills
unchanged with respect to a typical month in the relevant season (cold or hot depending on the
month for which the bill is prepared). If properly implemented, the new program would shelter
the poor from the effects of the tariff increase. 31 In addition, as the program targets the bottom 30
percent of the population, the increase of spending on gas and heating for the bottom 40 percent
would be only 5 percent on average, and concentrated in the top decile of the group. Moreover,
the new program is more equitable than existing ones in terms of gender. Indeed, 48 percent of
potential beneficiaries are female-headed households, as opposed to 43 percent for housing and
utility subsidies and privileges combined (after the tariff increase). Privileges in particular are
less likely to benefit female-headed households than the other programs. As Table 7 above
shows, by design the program is much more progressive than existing programs.
61.
The temporary nature of the new program raises concerns for the medium-term
impacts of tariff increases. This is all the more of concern as further tariff increases are being
announced for next year, even if not directly supported by this operation. Given that the
protection provided by the other energy related programs comes at a high price in terms of
leakage to higher income groups, and is not complete as far as the poor are concerned, the
government should learn from and build on the experience of the new program to further push
towards the rationalization of social assistance spending away from regressive categorical
programs towards programs which better protect the most vulnerable. The ongoing policy
dialogue on strengthening the GMI could offer an opportunity to make this shift more permanent
at no additional fiscal costs.
62.
Addressing the challenges of implementing the new assistance program will be
crucial for their distributional benefits to materialize. Specific challenges relate to setting up
30
The high costs of energy might therefore contribute to increasing take-up, thereby reversing recent trends in the number of households
applying.
31
This assumes that costs in a given season (cold season from October 15 to April 15, or hot season) do not fluctuate significantly as the
compensation provided to the utility company on behalf of eligible household is equivalent to the difference between the average bill in that
season before the increase, and the amount billed after the increase. As data are available only on a quarterly basis, this assumption cannot be
verified.
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and administering such a large program in a relatively limited span of time (3.5 million
households are expected to participate, starting on May 1st) as well as general concerns that have
been voiced regarding other social assistance programs. These include exclusionary effects of
registration requirements, with internal migrants being unable to apply in their area of residence
if not officially registered there. 32 Similarly, there are concerns on personal costs to the
applicants (as well as administrative costs) of providing extensive documentation required. A
planned TA could help address these concerns including support to developing a
communications campaign around these reforms. 33
63.
Gender differentiated impacts and/or risks, associated with the operation are
limited. The majority of reforms supported by this operation is cross-cutting in nature and
therefore expected to equally affect men and women in Ukraine. The results framework does
therefore not capture gender disaggregated results. Reforms to reduce the number of permits and
licenses, including specific legislation for the construction sector, are expected to have neutral or
positive effects on gender equality. According to the 2008 Business Environment and Enterprise
Performance Survey (BEEPS) for Ukraine, female-managed firms are as likely as male-managed
firms to identify business licensing and permits as a major overall constraint. Female-managed
firms also report that they require slightly more days to obtain an operating license and over six
times as long to obtain a construction-related permit as male-managed firms. Improved
legislation to reduce costs in doing business could therefore mean improved gender equality in
access to economic opportunities in Ukraine.
5.2

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

64.
Reforms supported by this operation are largely expected to have either neutral or
positive environmental impacts. Prior action 6 will lead to more efficient use of these
resources, including energy efficiency measures in the medium term. At the same time, targeted
assistance to the poor to compensate for tariff increases – also supported by this operation – will
prevent a potential negative impact of switching from gas to lower quality, higher emission
residential fuels for heating and cooking. In parallel to this operation, the Borrower is
implementing several programs to promote energy efficiency in municipal and residential
applications, including with support from the World Bank, which will further reinforce the
positive environmental impact of these measures. The overall result is likely to be an
improvement in local air quality and reduction in CO2 emissions. Prior action 4 aimed at easing
business registration is expected to boost business development, including growth of industry.
Potential impacts from increased industry will be managed by a well-developed system of
environmental permits, environmental impact assessment and compliance monitoring. Attention
will be given – by the World Bank and other development partners – to further strengthening this
system and harmonizing with EU requirements. Prior action 5 to abolish the State Land Bank is
32
Such concerns are compounded by some of the design features of the program; if a household applying for the new energy benefit includes a
member of working age not reporting any income, that person is deemed to earn the minimum subsistence level for someone in that age group.
There are concerns that elderly parents of rural urban migrants whose children are still registered in their place of birth but do not contribute to
household income might be unfairly affected by such measures. Anecdotal evidence suggests that it is very difficult for someone not officially
employed to be recognized as low-income.
33
As recently as 2012 only 11 percent of the population reported any knowledge on the reforms planned by the Government in the area of
housing and utilities services, according to the Socis Center for Social and Marketing Research in 2012. Available at: http://isoc.com.ua/institute/svs-2012.pdf. Such lack of knowledge might compound the effects of lack of trust in state institutions which, at least until
recently, was pervasive (in 2013, 72 percent of the population reported that they do not trust the central government and 60 percent reported no
trust in local government according to the Sociology Institute of the National Academy of Science of Ukraine “Ukrainian Society in 1992–2013:
Status and Evolution. Sociological Monitoring,” Local utilities tend to be seen as closely associated with government institutions).
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not anticipated to have any impact on the environment, natural resources or protected areas.
Harmonizing food safety legislation with the EU will have a positive impact. Other actions
supported by the operation have no significant environmental implications.
5.3

PFM, DISBURSEMENT AND AUDITING ASPECTS

65.
Public Financial Management. The latest available Public Expenditure and Financial
accountability (PEFA) assessment for Ukraine was undertaken in 2011. It concluded that
Ukraine continues to have in place fundamental systems for macro-fiscal management, some
elements of a framework to enable strategic allocation of resources, and selected tools for
improving operational efficiency. The PEFA found that a consistent driver of performance
improvement was expansion in the use of the Treasury system, supporting adequate internal
controls and reporting. Key findings of the assessment were that weaknesses remain in: (i)
disconnects between policy objectives, recurrent budget allocations, and decisions on capital
investment; (ii) a fragmented budget with large special purpose extra-budgetary funds for social
insurance etc. that are not subject to the same standards of financial reporting and oversight by
parliament and the Supreme Audit Institution; (iii) a target-driven approach to revenue collection
that negatively impacted the cost of doing business; (iv) deficient oversight of state-owned
enterprises; (v) flaws in public procurement that limited competitiveness; (vi) limited focus on
systems performance by the internal audit function; (vii) limitations on the scope of work of the
Supreme Audit Institution and weaknesses in parliamentary oversight. There are ongoing
reforms supported by Bank financed operations in several of these areas, and the most critical
have been considered and included in policy recommendations, prior actions and triggers for this
operation.
66.
Fiduciary Risk. The financial management assessment, undertaken for this operation,
concludes that fiduciary risk for DPLs is substantial. This rating considers proposed prior actions
and also takes account of ongoing PFM reform efforts currently being supported by the Bank,
including support for modernizing public procurement legislation; support to budget preparation,
budget execution and the public investment management system; strengthening effectiveness of
the Accounting Chamber (Supreme Audit Institution) and the Public Internal Financial Audit and
Control function.
67.
Foreign Exchange. The IMF conducted a Safeguards Assessment of the NBU in 2011.
The assessment observed that the NBU had strengthened its safeguards framework since the
2008 assessment by implementing the majority of the related recommendations. While certain
changes to the NBU law were enacted in 2010, deferred implementation of key improvements
was observed to weaken their effectiveness. The update assessment also found that new financial
risks had emerged because of special legislation and resolutions impairing the NBUs autonomy.
NBU continues to make progress towards addressing unresolved issues, none of which directly
impacts this operation. The IMF is currently conducting a new NBU safeguards assessment and
will finalize it later during 2014. The report will provide updated knowledge of the borrower’s
central bank foreign exchange environment.
68.
The most recent audit opinions on the financial statements of the NBU for the 2011 and
2012 financial years were unmodified. Issues raised in prior period reports mainly related to the
need to fully adopt international financial reporting standards, a matter that has since been fully
addressed and resolved.
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69.
Disbursement Arrangements. This operation is a single-tranche loan of US$ 750
million. The loan proceeds will be made available to the Government upon loan effectiveness.
Upon approval of the loan and notification by the Bank of loan effectiveness, the Government
will submit a withdrawal application. The proceeds of the loan will be deposited by IBRD in an
account designated by the Borrower and acceptable to the World Bank at the NBU. The
Borrower should ensure that upon the deposit of the loan proceeds into the said account, an
equivalent amount in local currency is credited into the Treasury current account at the NBU. If
the proceeds of the loan are used for ineligible purposes (e.g., to finance goods or services on the
Bank’s standard negative list), the Bank will require the Government to promptly, upon notice
from the Bank, refund an amount equal to the amount of said payment to the Bank. Amounts
refunded to the Bank upon such request shall be cancelled. This condition will be reflected in the
terms of the Financing Agreement. The Government will maintain accounts and records showing
that loan disbursements were made in accordance with provisions of the Financing Agreement.
Within seven days of remittance of funds by the Bank, the Borrower will provide a confirmation
to the Bank that the funds have been received by the treasury account in NBU and that these
funds are available for financing budget expenditures.
70.
Overall Conclusion. The public financial management system, together with the
Borrower’s commitment to reform, is adequate to support this operation.
5.4

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

71.
Since taking office, the Government has operated in an emergency mode, limiting
focus on systematic M&E. Given this situation, limited resources have been devoted to
developing an M&E framework to track progress and impact of reforms. Through the
preparation of this operation, in consultation with the authorities, we identified a set of indicators
together with baselines and targets to assess the impact of the policy program. Going forward,
the team will continue to work with counterparts to anchor M&E arrangements with the central
coordinating unit for the DPL in the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade.
6. SUMMARY OF RISKS AND MITIGATION
72.

Risks to this operation are high and can be grouped as follows:

73.
Political and governance risks. The security situation especially in eastern Ukraine
remains volatile. Possible disruptions of the upcoming Presidential elections and a further
escalation of violent clashes and prolonged confrontation could undermine the authorities’ ability
to continue reforms, including those supported by the operation. Reforms may be reversed or
watered down and the overall pace of reforms could slow after the Presidential elections on May
25. Meanwhile, powerful special interest groups that are lying low in the wake of recent protests
may seek to reassert themselves after the elections. These groups, in the presence of weak
institutions, could undermine the reform program supported by the DPL even if the Government
maintains its strong commitment to reforms. The programmatic design of the operation
moderates risks of reversals. In addition, the World Bank team will continue to work with other
partners and IFIs on designing and tracking the reform program and will remain engaged through
policy dialogue, technical assistance, and public advocacy for strong reforms. Moreover, the
team consulted civil society organizations that are energized following recent events in Ukraine
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and may help keep pressure on the Government to sustain reforms. Finally, this DPL series seeks
to combine policy measures with institutional strengthening in all three pillars to enhance
sustainability of reforms.
74.
Geo-political risks. Escalation or widening of regional tensions could have serious
economic consequences because Ukraine has strong ties with the Russian economy. Around a
quarter of Ukraine’s exports find their way to the Russian market. In addition, Ukraine imports
around 60 percent of the gas needed for domestic consumption from the Russian Federation.
Disruption in exports and/or gas supplies could seriously affect Ukraine’s economic prospects in
the short run and these risks cannot be mitigated by this operation.
75.
Macroeconomic and financial sector risks. The risks outlined in paragraph 22 could
affect implementation, impact and sustainability of the reforms supported by this series. Possible
macroeconomic instability and/or deepening banking crisis would undermine the adequacy of the
macroeconomic framework that underpins this operation. These risks are partially mitigated by
recent steps taken by the authorities to stabilize the economy, underpinned by a two-year SBA
with the IMF. The proposed Financial Sector DPL series will help mitigate some of the risks in
the banking sector through its focus on: (i) external diagnostic audits of large and medium-sized
banks and subsequent enforcement action based on audits' results; (ii) orderly resolution of
insolvent banks through strengthened DGF; and (iii) improvements in regulatory and
institutional framework for bank supervision.
76.
Social, environmental and fiduciary risks. Social risks are significant. The
macroeconomic adjustments necessary to restore a sustainable macroeconomic framework will
have wide-ranging welfare effects and social impacts in the short run. Balancing the burden of
the adjustment among different segments of the population is therefore an explicit focus of this
operation and the Government program. Moreover, as highlighted in the PSIA section, gas and
heating tariff increases will affect the welfare of households, including of the poor and
vulnerable. The operation mitigates these risks by supporting explicit policy measures to provide
targeted support to affected households. The operation does not entail environmental risks while
the reforms of the energy and utility sector are expected to contribute to higher energy efficiency
with positive impacts on the environment. Fiduciary risks are substantial due to remaining
weaknesses in the PFM system.
77.
Implementation risks. The DPL program is focused on putting in place improved legal
frameworks. Enacting good laws is an important and necessary first step, but consistent
implementation is required for this to translate into effective change. Incomplete implementation
either due to lack of resources, capacity constraints, resistance from special interest groups,
changes in reform directions due to upcoming elections or escalating unrest could undermine the
impact of the operation. Continuity in the policy program of the programmatic DPL series
mitigates these risks.
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ANNEX 1: UKRAINE - POLICY AND RESULTS MATRIX
Prior Actions DPL 1

Triggers DPL 2

Results

Pillar 1: Promote good governance, transparency and accountability in the public sector
Prior Action 1: Enact 34 legislative amendments
to reduce exemptions in public procurement
from competitive procedures

Trigger 1: Enact legislative amendments,
including to the Budget Code, to improve the
public investment management framework

Share of competitive procurement selection by
value (Source: State Statistics Service)
Baseline 2013: 35%
Target 2015: 55%
Share of new eligible public investment projects
appraised and selected through the public
investment management system
Baseline 2013: 0%
Target 2015: 100%

Prior Action 2: Government adopts and submits
to Parliament legislation to establish centralized
external verification of financial disclosures by
elected and senior public officials and
disciplinary and administrative accountability for
those who fail to comply with financial
disclosure requirements or misrepresent financial
information
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Trigger 2: Enact legislation to establish
centralized external verification of financial
disclosures by elected and senior public officials
and disciplinary and administrative
accountability for those who fail to comply with
financial disclosure requirements or
misrepresent financial information and establish
an independent anticorruption preventive agency
responsible for the verification of asset
declarations

Share of Financial Disclosures Subject to
External Verification:

Trigger 3: Enact amendments to the Law on the
Accounting Chamber to expand coverage of
external audits to state budget revenue

Coverage of External Audit

Enact means legislation is approved by Parliament, signed by the President and published in official gazette.
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Baseline 2013: 0%
Target 2015: 100%

Baseline 2013: State Revenues not included in
External Audit (2012 Budget execution)

Target 2016: State Revenues included in
External Audit (2015 Budget execution)
Trigger 4: Enact amendments to the Law on
Transfer Pricing to reduce tax avoidance in line
with OECD guidelines
Pillar 2: Strengthen the regulatory framework and reduce costs of doing business
Prior Action 3: Enact legislation requiring
publication of monthly data on VAT refund
processing including claims, refunds, automatic
refunds, and arrears; revoke order of the
Ministry of Revenue and Duties that establishes
targets for additional assessments and fines
resulting from audits

Trigger 5: Improve VAT refund processing by
extension of automatic VAT refund procedures
and revising automatic refund eligibility criteria

Ratio of VAT refund claims older than 74 days/
quarterly flow of VAT refund claims
Baseline 2013: 153 percent
Target 2015: 20 percent

Prior Action 4: Enact legislation to ease
Trigger 6: Enact legislation to continue
business and property registration and reduce the overhaul selected priority areas of regulation,
number of permits
establish regulatory impact assessment,
rationalize construction permits, ease licenses,
strengthen investor protection and harmonize
Ukraine’s standardization system, legal
framework for food safety, technical regulations
and conformity assessments with EU
requirements

Number of Permits
Baseline (2013): 143
Target (2015): 84
Distance to the Frontier Doing Business 35
Baseline: DB 2014: 58.44%
Target: DB 2016: 66%

Prior Action 5: Cabinet adopts and submits
draft law to Parliament revoking possible use of
land as bank capital (State Land Bank)

Trigger 7: Enact legislation to abolish use of
land as bank capital (State Land Bank)

Pillar 3: Reform inefficient and inequitable utility subsidies while protecting the poor
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This measure shows the distance of each economy to the “frontier.” The frontier represents the highest performance observed on each of the indicators across all economies measured in Doing Business since the inclusion
of the indicator. An economy’s distance to frontier is reflected on a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 represents the lowest performance and 100 represents the frontier. In the case of Ukraine, a score of 61 in DB 2014 means the
economy is 39 percentage points away from the frontier constructed from the best performances across all economies and across time.
..
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Prior Action 6: National Energy Regulatory
Commission (NERC) adopts resolution to
increase residential gas prices by 56 percent
(weighted average) and National Commission
for Regulation of Communal Services (NCRCS)
adopts resolution to increase residential heating
tariffs 176 licensees by 40 percent (weighted
average)

Trigger 8: Enact amendments to the Law of
Ukraine on Regulation of Communal Services to
enforce independence of the national regulation
of communal services by making it impossible to
set tariffs below cost-recovery levels. The
Government approves the draft law on regulation
of energy sector consistent with the Third
Energy Package

Fiscal Subsidies to DH companies
Baseline (2012): 37 UAH 10.4 billion
Target (2015): UAH 0.29 billion
Revenue of Naftogaz from sales of gas to
residential consumers:
Baseline (2013): UAH 6.9 billion

Trigger 9: Approval of concept 36 for Naftogaz
restructuring, acceptable to World Bank
Prior Action 7: Cabinet adopts regulation to
introduce new targeted program to compensate
increase in gas and heating bills of the poorest
30 percent of the population

Target (2014): UAH 10.4 billion

Trigger 10: Include social inspection as a
centralized function in the bylaws governing the
functions of the Ministry of Social Policy to
improve targeting efficiency and contain errors
and fraud in social protection programs,
including in new targeted program

Number of families below defined income
threshold who receive new targeted program

Trigger 11: Government adopts further
measures to improve targeting of social
assistance to the poor

Share of means and income tested programs in
overall social assistance spending

Baseline (2013): 0
Target (2014): 2 million

Baseline (2012): 13 percent
Target (2015): 20 percent

36
Concept here refers to an official document, cleared by Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Justice, and approved by Cabinet of Ministers which includes among other things a strategy with time bound
reform steps.
37
2012 was chosen as a baseline because the explicit subsidy actually included in the 2013 budget did not fully cover the difference between costs and revenues of District Heating companies.
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ANNEX 2: LETTER OF DEVELOPMENT POLICY
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CAiilNt!T OF MINISTERS OF UKRAINE
~!>(;~~~·181•)(;"

5808/0/2-14 Bi.zl 08.05.14

JincT YpHAY

Y~epainn

CTOCOBHO UOJiiTHKH p03BHTKY

lllaHoBHHH naHe KiM!
Yp~A YKpai:HM Jacsi.nqye caoiO rnM60KY noaary CsirosoMy 6anKy ra BaM
oco6Mcro i MaE: qecn. nosi.noMMTH TaKe.

MH BHCOKO uinyE:Mo nimpHMKY Ypj{.zzy YKpai."HH mo.uo crparerii." npose.neHIDI
eKOHOMi'iHHX pe¢opM Ta O'liKyE:MO, IllO npO,D:QB)f{CHHj{ HalllOfO napTHepCTBa B paMKaX
HOBOl TI03HKH Ha TIOJTiTHKY p03BHTKY cnp~THMe CTa6ini3aui"i MaKpOCKOHOMi'IHOl
cMryauil B Yxpalni i si.nnoaneHHIO eKOHOMi'IHOro 3pocraHIDI.
MaxpoeKOHOMi'IHa 6aJa
Ypaxosyroqn cKJTa.ZJ.HY eKoHoMi'IHY cHryauiiO, YpH.U
ynpOBa,D:)J(eHH.sl
3axO.L(iB,
CTipJIMOBaHlfX
Ha
3a6e3ne'leHIDi
cra6ini3auii'.

YKpai:Hn poJnoqas
MaKpOeKOHOMi'IHOl

EKOHOMii<a YKpai."HH nepe6yBaE: y CTaHi KpH3H qepe3 CKJia.L(H)' CHryal.liiO Ha
JOBHirnnix pHHKax ra He3aBepmenicTb crpyKrypHHX peq,opM. IToKaJHHK sanosoro
BHyTpiWHLoro npo.nyKry y 2013 pol.li 3aJTMWHBC.II na pisni nonepe.nn~>oro pol<)'. PywicM
eKOHOMi'IHOl aKTHBHOcTI BHcrynano p03WHpeHtUJ BnyTpiiiiHLOfO CTIO)f{HB'iOfO ITOTIHry,
ane icnyroqi crpyKrypHi .L(Mcnponopuii." B YKpalni nocna6JTIOBaJTH iioro noJHTHBHHH
BTIJTHB. TaKa eKOHOMi"'IHa CHryal.liH cKJTanac51 BHacni.uoK o6Me)J(eHoro .uocryny AO
¢iHaHCOBHX pecypciB .UJI.SI ni,D:TpHMKH nnaTI)f{HQfO 6anaHCY Ta MO.L{epHiJal.lil eKOHOMiKH
y 3B'H3KY 3 BHCOKOIO BapriCTIO Kpe,!I.HTHHX pecypciB, a TaKQ)J( Bi.UCYfHOCTi CTHMyJiiB )lJI51
iHBeCTMUiHHOl ,ni.sJJibHOCTI.
Y 30BHiiiiHbOeKOHOMiqHiH cpiHaHCOBiH ccpepi normt6JTIOBaJIHCJI .!1.HC6aJTaHCH, aHa
BaJIIOTHOMY pHHKY TIOCHJIIOBaJTHC5{ L{eBaJTbBaUiHHi O'liKyBaHH.II. Mi)f{HapOL{Hi pe3epBH
cKopOTMJIHCJ~ .n.o KpHTlf'IHoro pisn.s~. ,[(JI.s~ cra6ini3aui"i cMryau:i"i Hal.lioHaJTbHHH 6aHK
Yxpai."HH a.nasc~ .D.O BMKOpHcTaHIDi aAMinicTpaTMBHMX BIDKenis perynrosaHIDi pHHK)' ra
na no'iaTK}' 2014 poJ<Y JanpoBaAHB nepexi.u AO rny'iKoro saniOTHoro xypcy 3
O.ll.HO'iaCHMM TIOCHJTCHIDIM KOHTpOJIIO 3a pyxoM KaniTany. llpoTe ue Bi.D.6yJIOC~ i3
3aniJHeHIDIM, KOJTH CHryal.liJI Ha BaJOOTHOMY pHHK)' CTana HeKOHTpOJTbOBaHOIO.
Cnocrepirannc.»:
po36anancysaHHj[
CHCTCMH
.uep:>KaBHHX
cpiHaHcis,
HeBi)J.TIOBi.UHiCTb 6lO.Q)f{eTHOl Ta TIOL{aTKOBOl TIOJiiTHKH peaniJIM eKOHOMiKH, TIOCHJieHfUI
a.n.MiHicrpaTHBHOfO
THCK)'
Ha
nJiaTHHKiB
no,narKiB,
3pOCTaHtUJ
piBJU£
riHI.oso1 eKoHoMiKH, mo npHJBeno p,o 36im,rnentU£ .ne<Pil.lHry Jse.n.enoro 610.lJ.)!(ery ra
,nep)f{aBHOfO 6opry.
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Ha cr:.oro.uHi MH BH3HaE:Mo, mo eKOHOMi'IHa CJIT)'auiJI: B YKpatHi e CKJiaJI.HOIO, i
B>KHB8E:MO Bi)J.ITOBiJI.HHX 38XOJI.iB. 30KpeMa, MH Y3f0JI.HJIH rrporpaMy M3KpOeKOHOMiqHoi'
cTa6ini3auii.' "Stand-by" 3 Mi>KHapo.nHHM saniOTHHM <t>oH.naM. YpR.rt Ta H ardoHaJioHHj:{
6aHK Y.Kpai.'HH 3,LtiHCHJOlOTb CKOOp,llHHOBaHi JaxO,LtH <!>icKaJibHOl Ta MOHeTapHoi'
noniTHKH. U:i Jaxo.nu MaiOTb Ha Meri niKBi.zzysaTH .nucnponopui1 nnaTi){(Horo 6anaHcy Ta
n epeitm .no iH$n.s~ui~oro raprezysaHIDI. ct>icKanr:.ey nonimey 6y.ne cnpRMOBaHo Ha
ITOCTYfiOBe 3HH>KeHWI piBH.s! .ne$ iUHTY 6JO.U)f(ezy. Y UbOMy KOHTeKCTi Ba)f(JIHBOlO .li)UI
HaC E: HeBiJI.KJI3)J.Ha $iHaHCODa ni)J.lpHMKa 3 601<)' iHlllHX Mi>KHapOJI.HHX iHCTHTyUiH,
HacaMnepe.u CsiTosor o 6aHK)'.
ITop.st.rtOK .neHHHH pe<J>opM
0JI.H0~3CHO

i3 npH3Ha'IeHIDJM HOBOro CKJI3Jzy Y p.st.ey 6yno 38TBepJI.)KeHO
ITporpaMy .rtiJJJibHOCTi Ka6iHezy MiHicTpis YKpai'HH, $1Ka, 30KpeMa, nepe.u6a~rae:
Hesi.ZJ.KJia.rtHa po3na'laTH iMnneMeHTaUiiO nono>KeHb Yro.llH npo acouiauiJO 3
E:sponei1cbKHM Coi030M;
y)f(HBaTH HeraHHHX 3axo.nis 3i cra6ini3auil $iHaHcoso'i CJIT)'aui'i, 11.{0 sKJIIOqaTHMe
>KOpCTK)' eKOHOMifO 610Jl)KeTHHX KOWTis;
yHeCTH 3MiHH JI.O flOJI.8TKOBOfO 33KOHOJl.8BCTBa, 3JI.iHCHHTff neperJUrJI. ~HHIDC.
no.naTKOBHX nim,r;
nposecTH KOMrrneKcey pe<t>opMy cy.nosoi' CHCTeMH Ta npasooxopoHHHX opraHiB;
3.rtiHCHlOB8TH pimyqy Ta CHCTeMHY npOTHJl.UO Kopynui'i;
Ja6e3neqysaTH npo3opiCTb .nep>KaBHHX Jal<)'nisen&;
ni.UBHli(HTH UiHH i TapHcpH Ha r aJ Ta OllaJieHIDl: )1)IJ{ HaCeJleHH.s! iJ OJl.HO'IaCHHM
n ocHJieHHRM couianr:.uoro Jaxwcry HaceneHHSI WlliiXOM 3anposa.u)f(eHHSI a.npeCHOi'
.nonoMorn )l)l.ll MaJI03a6e3ne'leHHX .noMorocno.napCTB;
p03WHplOB3TH CB06o,ny ni.nnpHE:MHHUoKOl Jl.U!JibHOCTi,
cpyHKUii' a.rtMiHiClpaTHBHOfO perymoBaHIDI eKOHOMiKH;

iCTOTHO

CKOpOTHTH

3Jl.iiicHIOsaTH 3aXO.llH mo.no ai.li,HOBJieHHR .uosipH 3 6oey iHsecTOpiB .uo YI<pai'HH,
3aOXO'IeHHR i H03eMHHX iHBeCTHUiH;
3a6e3Ile'tJ)'BaTH 3axHCT npas BJiaCHHKiB Ta iHBeCTOpiB.
3 MeTOIO 3anpOBa)l.)f(eHHJI )f(OpCTKOl eKOHOMii' 6lO,ll)f(eTHHX KOIIITiB, 36iJibilleHIDI
H8.1IXOJl.)KeHb ,llO .aep)f(aBHOfO 610Jl)KeTj' Ta OIITHMiJauii' <J>iCKaJihHOi' noniTHKM Ta
COU.iaJihHOl ITi.lllpHMKM TpOM8.)l..IIH, BHXOwPIH 3 cpiHaHCOBHX MO>KIIHBOCTeH ,llep)f(8BH,
BepxosHa Pa.aa YKpa'iHH npHHIDIJia 3aKOH YKpa'iHH "flpo 3ano6iraHIDJ. cpiHaHcosoi'
K8T3CTPO<l>H Ta CTBOpeHH.II nepeJzyMOB JUUI eKOHOMi'IHOfO 3pOCTaHHJI B YKpa'iHi".
Ypaxosyroqw 6araTopi'IHHH .nocsi.u peJym>TaTHBHoi: cnisnpaui i3 CsiTOBHM
6aHKOM, MH 3BepeyJIHCH ,llO ba.HK)' 3 npOX3HIDIM IJi)lTpHM3TH Haury IlOJiiTHK)' p03BHTKY
YKpai'HH.
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Ilporpec y paMKaX flepUIOl IJ03HI<H Ha IJOJJiTHKy p03BHTKy
Ypsr.rt YKpai.HH B pa~KaX BHKOHaHH.sl CBOE:l IlporpaMH .l(iSJJII>HOCTi aKTHBHO
3.lli~cHioe: 3axO.llR, yJrO.ll>KeHi pa30M i3 CsiTOBHM 6aHKOM, .QJUI ni.llrOTOBKH no3HKH Ha
ni.zrrpHMKy IJOJiiTHJ<H p03BHTKY Ja TaKHMH OCHOBHHMH HanpHMaMH:
cnpiDIHIDI HaJie>KHOMY BpSI)l.yBaHHJO, np030pOCTi Ta ni.rtJBiTHOCTi B ,llep>KaBHOMY
CeKTOpi;
y.uocKoHaneHHR HOpMaTHBHoi"6a3H .z:uu1 3MeHweHH.ll BHl'paT Ha se.ueHIDI 6i3Hecy;
pei}>OpMyBaHH.sl CHCTeMH HeeliJeKTHBH:IX i HecnpaBe.l(JJHBHX eHeprerHqHHX
cy6cu.ui:H ra noKparueHHJI JaXHcry MaJI03a6e3neqeHHX sepCTB HaceneHHJI.
YpH.A .QOCRr 3HaqHoro nporpecy B 3)liHCHeHHi 33IJJiaHOBaHHX OCHOBHHX JaxO)liB
flepmoi" IJ03HKH Ha IJOJJiTHK)' p03BHTK)'.
3oKpeMa, npHHrurro 3aKOH YKpaiH:H "flpo J.lliHCHeHHR .uep>KaBHHX JaKynisem,"
(Hoaa pe.uaKQiR), cnpsrMoBaHHJ;i Ha ni.ABHI.UeHIUl npo3opocTi npoue.uypH .uep)KaBHHX
3aeynisenb, Bi.llKpHTOCTI Ta UilliCHOCTi, UJJVIXOM CKOpo"teHIUl nepeniKy BHIDITKiB .llO
3aKOH}'
YKpai"HH
"Ilpo
3JllHCHeHHR
)lep>KaBHHX
3ai<yniBeJIL'',
MO>KJIHBicTb
BHKOpHcTaHlUI eneK1])0HHHX CHCTeM niJl qac npouecy 3aKyrriBenh. BHMorn mo.llo
OIIpHJIIO.QHeHHJJ, iHCTI.fTYUiHHi MexaHiJMH Ta npOQe.[(ypH p03fJUI,lly CKapr, 3aJiyqeHHR
rpoMa.QRHCbKoro cycniJibCTBa Ha pi3HHX eTanax npouecy JaKyniaeni> noaHicno
y3rO.ll>KYIOThCH 3 HaHI<pamHM Mi>KHapo.AHHM .llOCBiJlOM.
IlpHHIDITO 3a OCHOBy Ta oqiKy€TI>C'i npHHHRTTR B l'paBHi

2014

pOKy B UL10MY

npoeicry 3aKOH)' YKpai"HH "Tipo BHeceHHR 3MiH JlO .ue~nrnx 3aKOHo.uasqHX aKTis Yr<paiHH
1
y c<IJepi ,Uep)KaBHOl aHTHKOpynUiHHOl IJOJJiTHKH y 3B 'i3Ky 3 BHKOHaHHSJM IlJJaHy .UiH
mo.uo ni6ep~mi3aui1 €spone:HcbKHM Coro3oM si3osoro pe>KHMY .ll:1IR YKpai"HH", .HKHM,
30KpeMa, n epe.u6atiaE:T&c.sr Janpoaa.n;>KeHHSJ 30BHiWH~>oro KOH1])0JJIO mo.uo .ueKJJapauiii
npo Ma:illiO, ,[(OXO.UH, BHrpaTH i 3060B' .113aHH.H <l>iHaHCOBOfO xapai<Tepy, 3a6eJneqeHH.H
3.QlHCHeHHSJ HeJaJie>KHHX nepeBipoK ,ll;OCTOBipHOCTI 3a3Ha"teHHX y ,ll;eKJiapauiJix
Bi.AOMOCTeH, 3anpOBaJJ;>KCHIDI a.UMiHiCTpaTHBHOl Ta .AHCUHIJJiiHapHOl Bi.QIJOBi.UaJII>HOCTi
Ja IJO,llaHHSJ y Jfa,ll;aHHX .QeKJJapaui.slx He,llOCTOBipHHX Bi.llOMOCTeH.
3 MeTOIO IJOKpai.UeHHR YMOB Be,lleHH.H 6i3Hecy
6aJy, JOKpeMa yxsaneHo:

6yno

B.llOCKOHaJieHO HOpMaTHBHY

3aKOH YKpaiHH "Dpo BHeceHHSI JMiH .uo .ue.HKHX JaKOHo.uaaqHx aKTiB YKpai"HH
I.UO.QO CKOpOtieHIDI KiJJLKOCTI .llOKyMeHTiB .Q03BillbHOfO xapai<Tepy", I.UO nepe,u6atiaE:
cyrrese 3MeHUJeHH.sr KiJibKOCTi JJ;OK)'MeHTiB .ll03BiJILHOfO xapai<Tepy ( CKOpotieHH.H
3araJJE.HOJ KiJILKOCTi ,ll03BOJiiB 3 143 ,UO 84 .QOKyMeHTiB), cnpomeHHSJ ~OJBiJIDHO
IJOfO.ll>KYBaJihHHX npoueeyp ( OJlep>K3HHJJ: opraHaMH BJia~ ,ll;O)laTKOBHX IJOfO]l>KeHb,
BHCHOBJ<iB Ta iHIDHX LI.OKyMeHTIB, He06Xi.llHHX Jl..'l.sl BH,llaqj .UOKyMeHTa .llOJBiJII>HOfO
xapatcrepy, 6eJ JanyqeHH~ cy6'ctcra rocno.llapiOBaHHR);
3aKoH YKpai"HH "Ilpo BHeceHH.Il 3MiH .uo .ueSIKHX 3aKouo.uasqHx aKTiB YKpaiHH
UlO.llO cnpOUJ.eHHR nOp$1.UKY Bi.UKpHTTR 6iJHecy", ~KHH Ha,UaCTb 3MOry 3a6e3ne"'HTH
nepexi.u; Jl.O 6iJILW npOCTOl, 6iJibllJ IllBH.llKOl Ta MCHUl BHTpaTHOl npoue,zypH CTBOpeHHH
HOBJiiX cy6' eKTiB rocno.llaprosaHHSJ, ni.rtBHllleHHSJ Ha.ui:HHocTi o6opory y cq,epi
ni.nnpHE:MHHUTBa, 3MeHJ1IeHHll rpOWOBHX Ta qaCOBHX
BHl'paT ni,unpHE:MUiB,
noKpameHH.sr no3HUiii YKpanm s Mi>KHapo.AHHX peHTHRrnx
mo.llo iHaecrnumHo"i
npHBa6JIHBOCTI eKOHOMiKH Ta JierKocTi Be.QeHHR 6iJHecy B HaiDiH ,Uep)KaBi, 3MeHUleHH.H
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MO)l(JIHBocre.H ~n.ll 3~i.HcHCHID! pe~,D,epcrsa, nepexi.ZJ; YKpai"HH .no npaKTuKH
fOCIIO.llapC:bKOl .lli.SinbHOCTI, RKa rpyHT)'E:ThC51' Ha HC060B '.ll3KOBOCTi (.ll06pOBiJlhHOCTi)
JacrocysaHHR neqaToK;
3aKOH YI<pa·iHH "I1po BHeceHrur 3MiH .llO ITo.n:aTKosoro KO.D:eKcy YKpai"HH ra
.D:CRKHX
iHwux
JaKoHo.nasqHx
aJcris
YKpaiirn
moAo
ycyHeH~ . oKpeMHx
HCY3f0Jl)KCHOCTeH
HOpM
3aKOHO.llaBCTBa",
51KHi:t
nepe.ll6aqae t 060B'.ll3KOBC
onpHmo.n:HeHHR cnHCKY nnaTHHKis no.llaTKY Ha .n:o.n:aHy sapTicTb, 11Ki OTpHMYJOTb
Bi.D:WKO.lzyBaHH.ll 3 ,[l;ep)f{aBHOro 6IO.D:)f{eT)' YKpatHH, Ta H3ll3E: MO)!(JIHBicrb
onpHnro.llHeHwr arperosaHHx D.3HHX mo.n:o nosepHeHH.ll no.n:aTKY Ha .n:o.uaHy sapTicTh
BKniO'IHO b cyMoro 3a6oproaaHocri. YHeceHfUI 3MiH .no HaKaJY MiHicTepcTsa .n:oxo.n:is i
36opin .ll03BOJ1HnO Bi.llMiHHTH TTOKa3HHKH, DOB'.ll3aHi 3 .ZJ;O.D:3TKOBHMH HapaxysaHIDIMH Ta
m-:rpa<PaMH.
; '·
MH BH3HaE:MO Ba)f{JIHBiCTI> pe<t>opM y UiH c4>epi i npO.llOB)f{YE:MO ·po3po6neHHJI
3aKOHOIIpOeKTiB JlJlj[ CIIpOIUCHIDI ni.ZJ;npH€MHHUbKOl ,ni.sJJibHOCTi, R3.CTHH3 JIKHX B)f{C
nputh-urra y nepUlOMy t:IHTaHHi, 30KpeMa npo BHeceHHJr 3MiH ~0 .n:d5J.i.Hx 33KOHO.Il3Bt:IHX
aJcris YI<pa.iHH mo.no 3axHCTy npas iHBecropis, mo.n:o s.nocKolianeHWI .lliJini>Hocri
aKUiOHepHHX TOBapHCTB, OttiKy€Thc51 npHHH51TT.ll 3aKOHOIIpOeKTiB IIP,O CTaH,napTH3aUiiO,
•
•
.
•
•
.
I
•••
npo MeTpOJIOrliO Ta MCTpOJIOD"'ffY JWIJibHICTI>, .llKI CIIpJIMOBaHI Ha TIOKpaiUeHHJI II03HU11
YKpa1HH B peiiTHHry "Doing Business", cnpomeHID! nopRAKY peecrpal(ii" ni.LJ:npHeMcra i
IIOp.llllKY peecrpauit Mat:f:Ha; 3MiUHCHHJI 3aXHCTy iHBCCTOpis; rapMOHi3auiY CHcreMH
CTaH.ll3pTH3aUil YKpa·iHH i3 CHCTCMOIO CTaH,napTH3aUil €C.
KpiM Taro, po3po6neHO Ta no,naHo .no BepxosHo1 PallH Y KpaYHH 3aKoHonpoeJcr
"I1po sHecenH.st 3MiH ~o ,neSIKHX JaKoHo.llaB'IHX aKTis YI<pa1HH", .SIKHH cKacosye
MO)!(JIHBiCT:b q>opMysaHH.ll CTaryTHOfO KaniTany 6aHKiB 33 paxyHOK 3CMeJII>HHX 3KTHBiD.
3 MeTOIO ni~BHIUCHH.SI e<PeKTHBHOCTi CHCTCMH eHepreTH'IHHX cy6CM.lliH Ta
noKpaiUCHHJI 3axHcry Mano3a6eJnetteHux sepcrs HaceneHHJI 6yno yXBaneHo p..ll.ll
3aKOHo.nasqHx aKTis:
nocTaHona HKPE IUO.IlO ni.nBHIUCHIDI po3.npi6Hux l{iH Ha . raJ

.nnK

TaKHM 'IHHOM, lllO cepe,UWI UiHa Ha raJ ,llJ1.sJ HaCenCHH.ll IIiABHWYITbCSI Ha

HaceneHID!

56 Bi..QCOTKiB i

CT3€ piBHOlO rpaHH'IHOMY piBHIO UiHH Ha IIpHpOL\HHH raJ .QnSI rri,nnpHE:MCTB
KOMYHaJI&HOl TCTTJIOeHepreTHKH, .s!Ki BHpo6n.!llOTL Tennosy eHepriro ,WUI HaCeneHHJI;
IIOCTaHOBH Han:iOHaJihHOl KOMicfi, II(O 3.lliHCHIO€ ,nep)f{aBHe peryrrroBaHIDI y c<Pepi
KOM)'HMI>HHX nocnyr, si.nnosi.llHO .no HI<Hx nepe.n6aqaencn ni.nsuweHwr TapH<Pis Ha
TenJIOBY eHepriJO Jl]I.ll OIIaJICHHSI )f{HTnOBHX npHMilllCHb .llJI.ll 176 niueH3iaTiB Ha 40
Bi.llCOTKiB (3a cepe.llH:b03B3)f{CHliM nOKa3HHKOM);
3aKoH YKpai"HH "I1po BHeceHHJi 3MiH .n:o ,ne.IIKHX 3aKOHiB YKpa!HH"
(mo.no
yuocKoHaneHHJI
po3paxyHKiB
3a
eHeproHocii),
.llKHM
nepe.n6atteHo
MO)!(JIHBiCTh
BCTaHonneHHR
HauioHanbHOJO
I<OMiciE:JO,
mo
3,niiicmoe
y cq>epi KOMYHaJI&HHX nocnyr, rapuq>is Ha
.nep)f{aBHe
perymosaHH.st
ueHTpaJiiJOBaHe onaneHJUI Ta IIOCTa'IaHID! rap.srttoY BO.llH KiHI.tCBHM CIIO)f{HBat:~aM
(HaceneHHlO), mo BHKJIIOttHTb npoue.nypy .nsoxeranHoro scTaHosneHIDI TapH<Pis;
3anponaJDKCHHJi 3apaxyBaHHJI KOWTis, mo BHOC.sJTbC.ll .llK nnara 3a rennosy eHepriiO (JlJIH
BHp06HHUTBa .liKOi" BHKOpHCTOBYE:TbC.ll npHpOL\HHH raJ, IUO fiOCTa'lJ3€ThCH rapaHTOBaHHM
nocrattaJlbHHKOM), Ha fiOTO"'Hi paxyHKH 3i CIICUiaJibHHM pe)f{KMQM BHKOpHCTaHfUI
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TennonocTa'Ia.JibHHx Ta TennoreHepyiO'IHX opraHi3aniH: .nmr npose.nemiJI po3paxyHI<is Ja
BHKOpHCTaHHH npRpO.AHHH raJ;
nocTaHoBa Ka6iHery MiHiCTpiB YKpai"HH "llpo noc:HnemiJI cortia.rrbHoro JaxHCT}'
HaceneHIDl B YMOBax n i,ABIHUeHWI UiH i Tapu<PiB Ha KOMyHaJILHi nocnyrH", Ir(O Ha,naCTI>
JMOry 3anposa.ns1TH HOBY a.npecHy .nonoMory ( KOMITeHcaQii) Ha KOMyHanLHi nocnyn1
.ltllil
ITOM'.IIKIDeiDUI Hacni,nKiB ni.ABHID:eHH.II TapH<t>iB ,lUlJI
MaJIOJafieJneqeHHX
.noMorocno.napcTB.
Hac-rynHi KpOKH y snposa.n)!(eHHi pe<t>opM
3aneBHJI€MO, Il(O MH JanHW8THMeMOC.II ITOCJJi.U.OBHHMH y BIIpOBa,A)!(eHHi
nporpaMH pe<t>opM, ni.LtfPHMaHo'i ITeplliOIO IT03HKOIO Ha noniTHKy pOJBHTKJ'. MH
BBa)l{aE:MO, J.I{O Ha .u.o.naTOK .no nnaHy 3axo.uis, mo Hemo.nasHo npnamni BepxosHOIO
Pa.nmo YI<pai"HH Ta peani3yiOTbC1t 3a .nonoMoroiO HOpMaTHBHo-rrpasosHx aKTiB Yp.11,ny,
HOOfiXi)J.He ITO,!laJibm e BIIpOBa,!l)KeHH.II lliKpOKOl nporpaMH pe<t>opM, J{K8 CIIpR.IITHMe
BHpimeHHlO ITHTaHb I.UO.llO 3a,AOBOJieHH.II <PiHaHCOBHX ITOTpe6 Ta 3a6e3ITelJ:HTb fiaJy ,!lJ1.11
si.z:tROBneRH.II eKOHOMil!Horo 3pOCTaHWI. IToi<pameHH.II YPJI.llYBaHrur, 3a6eJneqeHJIJI
IIp030pOCTi Ta ni.z:tJBiTHOCTi .u.ep)!(88HOfO CeKTopy, noninmeRH.II iHBeCTHUHiHOfO
KniMary Ta npoBe.z:teHH.II pe<t>opMH eRepreTH'IHOfO CeKTopy Ta O,!lHO'IaCHOfO
ITOKpai.I{eHH.II 33XHCTY MaJJOJa6eJneqeHHX BepCTB HaceneHHSI 3aJJHWa.IOTbC.II HaWHMH
npiOpHTeT8MH.
Yp.11.n MaE: RaMip Ra.z:ta.rri 3.z:tiH:cmonaTH Jaxo.z:tH 3 MaKpOei<OHOMi'IHOi cra6ini3auii'
Ta pea.rri3au;ii" ctpyKT)'pHHX pecpopM i noniTHKH, cnpJIMOBaRoi' Ha KOHconi.nauiiO
.z:tep)f(8BHHX <PiHaHCiB, 03.z:tOpOMeHWI 6aHKiBCbKOl CHCTeMH, npoBe,lleH}IJI 3Ba)l{eHOi'
MOHCTapHOl Ta B8JUOTHO-KypCO.BOi' ITOJiiTHKH.
MH npo.AOB)f(yBaTHMeMo J,niiicHeRH1t pe<t>opM, cnp.siMOBaHHX Ha ni.ABHI.UeHH.II
npo3opocTi .u.ep)f(aBHoro ypsr.u.yaaH}IJI Ta nonirrmeHmr 6i3Hec-KniMary. 3oi<peMa,
8)!(H88THMeMO 38XO,AiB 3 IIpOTH.l{il Kopynuii, CTBOpeHHH IIp030pOl CHCTeMH ynpaBniHJUI
.z:tep)f(aBRHMH iHBeCTHU:i.IIMH, pecpopMyBaHliJI iHCITei<l{iH Ta pau;ioHaniJau;ii' ,lt03BOJiiB Ha
BHKOH8HH.II 6y,u,iBCJibHHX po6iT, npHHH.IITT.II aKTiB 3aKOHO,!laBCTBa UlO.llO TexHi'IHOfO
peryniOB8HIDI Ta Bi.lliTOBi.llHOCTI, a TaKO)f( neperruucy perymlTOpHOI 6aJH B OI<peMHX
npiopHTeTHHX Hanp.IIMax Ta ouiHKH perymnopHoro smmsy. MH npo.AOB)f(HMO nepexi.ll
.llO a.z:tMiHiC'I'pYBaHHJI ITO,!l8TKiB, Il(O 6aJyE:TbC.II Ha 3MeHmeHHi BH'I'paT .llTUI .ll0TpHM8HH.II
noJlaTKosoro JaKoHo.nasCTaa. TaKi 3axo.uH JlOITOMO)!(yrL HaM noni nwHTH ni.A3BiTHiCTh
,Uep)f(aBHOfO CeKTopy, fl0Kp3Il(HTH 6i3HeC-KJJiMaT i JliKBiJzyB3TH nepeWKO.llH Ha lliJJ.IIXY
JlO CKOHOMi'IHOrO 3pOCTaHHJI.
MH aKTHBHO peaniJosysaTHMeMo pe<PopMH B eHeprenflmoMy ceKTopi, .IIKi
cnpWITHMyr:r. pecTpyKT)'pH3auii' HAK "HacproraJ YKpai'HH", JMiU:HeHHJO <PiHaHcosoro
CTaHY KoMnaHii' Ta JHH)!(eHHIO piBH.II 6IO.ll)f(eTHoro cy6cH,AysaHmr, perymosaHHIO
eHepreTH'IHHX pHHI<iB BiJlnosi.nHo .uo 3o6os'.ll3aHb y paMKax EHepreTH"t!Horo
CnisToaapnCTaa; npHHIDITTIO 3MiH .no 3aKoHy YI<pa'iHH "ITpo .u.ep:>KaBHe perymoBaHHJI y
c<t>epi KOMYRaJibHHx rrocnyr" Jl.Jl.ll nocHJJeHWI si.u.nosi.z:tanbHOCTi HauioHa.ill>HOi'
KOMicii', lllO J.U.iHCHIO€ ,Aep)!(88He peryniOBaHH.II y c<t>epi KOMYHaJJbHMX IIOCJIYf
I.UO.llO
BCT3HOBJieRH$1
TapH<t>iB
Ha
piBHi
Bi..UWKO.IzyBaHH.II
BHTpaT.
KpiM TOfO, npOJlOB)I(HMO B~OCKOHanCHJUI CHCTeMH COI.{ianLHOfO 38XHCTy HaceneHHJI,
ITOKpamyroqH a.npeCHiCTb COUiaJibHOl )lOTIOMOrH, a TaKO)J( CTBOpHMO UCHTpaniJOBaHy
<I>YRKlliiO npH MiHcounoniTHl<H .rtm1 ni.UBHUleHliJI KOHTpomo Ja BHIIa,AKaMH noMHJJOK i
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IIIaxpa1:icTBa ni.ll qac peaJii3aJ~ii' nporpaM couiaJibHoro 3aXHCT)', y TOMY t.IHCJJi a Hosm<:
a)lpeCHHX )lOTIOMOraX.
3a UHX yMoB Yp}IA YKpai'HH 3BepTacrbc" no Csirosoro :SaHKY mono Ha)laHHJI
no3HKH .n.mr niJlTPHMKH noniTHKH po3BHTKY B po3Mipi 750 MJIH. .nonapis CiliA, mo
CllpiDITHMe TIO)laJII>IIIOMy pecl>OpMyBaHHlO eKOHOMiKH Ta ll03HTHBHii:i AHHaMiUi
eKoHoMi"'HOro 3pOCTaHHJr B YI<pa.iHi. Ka6iuer MiHicTPiB YI<pa'iHH 6y.n.e cnpHMOByBaTH
CBOl 3YCHJIJ1JI Ha BHKOHaHHJI MaH6yTHDOl nporpaMH ll03HKH Ha ITOJJiTHK}' p03BHTKy.
Bi.nrrosi.n.Ho JlO piweHH.H Ka6iuery MiHiCTPiB YKpaiHH si.nnoBiJlaJibHHM 3a BHKOHaHHJI
ITporpaMH e MiHeKOHOMp03BHTKy.

3 rrosarmo
Apceuiii HIJ.EHIOK

IIpeM'cp-MiHicTp YKpai'HH
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Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
5808/1-14 08.05.14
Letter f rom the Government of Ukraine on Development Policy

Dear Mr. Kim,
The Government of Ukraine takes this opportunity to express its profound respect for the World Bank and you
personally, and has the honor to inform you as follows. We highly appreciate your support to our economic reform strategy
and expect our partnership within the scope of the new Development Policy Loan, DPL-1, to contribute to stabilizing the
macroeconomic situation in Ukraine and renewing economic growth.
Macroeconomic Base
In view of the difficult economic situation, the Government of Ukraine has started implementing actions aimed at
stabilizing the macroeconomic situation. The Ukrainian economy is in crisis due to the complicated situation on foreign
markets and unfinished structural reforms. The 2013 GDP stagnated at the level of the previous year. Economic growth
was driven by domestic consumption, but its positive effect was weakened by existing structural imbalances in Ukraine.
Limited access to financial resources to support the balance of payments and modernization of the economy due to the high
cost of borrowings, as well as the lack of incentives for investments affected the economic prospects of Ukraine.
Meanwhile, external imbalances deepened, while devaluation expectations grew stronger on the foreign exchange market.
International reserves dropped to a critical level. To stabilize the situation, the National Bank of Ukraine resorted to
administrative measures and, in early 2014, shifted to a flexible current rate, while simultaneously strengthening controls
over capital flows. However, this happened with a delay and the situation on the currency market intensified. Imbalances
in the public finance system, the incompatibility of fiscal and tax policies with economic realities, increased administrative
pressure on tax payers, and an expanding shadow economy resulted in growing consolidated budget deficit and public debt.
We acknowledge today that the economic situation in Ukraine is complicated and we are taking adequate
measures. In particular, Ukraine has agreed on a Stand-By macroeconomic stabilization program with the International
Monetary Fund. The Government and the National Bank of Ukraine are taking coordinated fiscal and monetary policy
measures. The latter aim at eliminating balance-of-payment imbalances and shifting to inflation targeting. Fiscal policy will
be focused on a gradual budget deficit reduction. In this context, emergency financial support from international
institutions, first and foremost, from the World Bank, is important for us.
Reform Agenda
Following the appointment of the new Government, an Action Program of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine was
approved, providing, in particular, for the following actions:
•

Implementation of provisions of the Association Agreement with the European Union be started immediately;

•

Urgent measures be taken to stabilize financial situation, including strict budget austerity policy;

•

Tax legislation be amended and that current tax preferences be revised;

•

A comprehensive reform of the judicial system and law enforcement agencies be undertaken;

•

Anti-corruption measures be taken decisively and systematically;

•

Transparency be ensured in public procurement;

•
Prices for residential gas and heating to be increased in parallel with strengthening the social protection by
introducing targeted allowances for low-income households;
•
Freedom of entrepreneurial activities be expanded and that functions of the administrative regulation of the
economy be curtailed substantially;
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•

Measures be taken to restore trust of investors toward Ukraine and to encourage foreign investments;

•

Rights of owners and investors be protected.

To pursue firm budget austerity, increase state budget revenues and optimize fiscal policy and public social
assistance, given the public financial capacities, the Verkhova Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine passed the Law of Ukraine
“On Preventing a Financial Disaster and Creating Pre-requisites for Economic Growth in Ukraine”.
In view of the multi-annual background of efficient cooperation with the World Bank, we are asking the Bank to
support our development policy for Ukraine.
Progress under DPL-1
As part of fulfillment of its Action Program, the Government of Ukraine is pro-actively taking measures agreed
with the World Bank to prepare the development policy loan in the following key areas:

•
•
•

Promoting proper governance, transparency and accountability in the public sector;
Improving the regulatory framework for reduction of doing-business costs;
Reforming the system of inefficient and unfair energy subsidies and improving protection of lowincome populations.

The Government has achieved great progress in implementing agreed key prior actions under DPL-I.
The Law of Ukraine “On Public Procurement” (new edition) was adopted. The law is focused on improving
transparency of public procurement procedures, openness and integrity by shortening the list of exceptions from the Law of
Ukraine “On Public Procurement”, making it possible to use electronic systems in the course of procurement. Disclosure
requirements, institutional arrangements and procedures for the review of complaints and the involvement of the civil
society at various stages of the procurement process are fully compatible with the international best practices;
The Law of Ukraine “On Amending Some Legislative Acts of Ukraine in the Field of Public Anticorruption Policy
in View of the Execution of European Union Visa Regime Liberalization Action Plan for Ukraine” was passed as a basein
the first reading and its enactment is expected in May 2014. It calls for, in particular, introducing external control over
property, revenues, expenses and financial liabilities declarations, ensuring independent accuracy inspections for the data
specified in the declarations, enforcing administrative and disciplinary liability for submission of inaccurate data in the said
declarations.
In order to enhance the doing-business environment, the regulatory framework was improved, and in particular
the following was passed:

•

•

•

The Law of Ukraine “On Amending Some Legislative Acts of Ukraine to Reduce the Number of
Permitting Documents”. It calls for the substantial reduction in the number of permitting documents (the
total number of permits has been reduced from 143 to 84); the simplification of permitting and coordination procedures (the obtainment of additional endorsements, opinions and other documents from
state authorities required for the issue of a permitting document without the involvement of a business
entity);
The Law of Ukraine “On Amending Some Legislative Acts of Ukraine on Simplification of the Business
Starting Procedure”. It will allow for the transition to a simpler, quicker and less costly procedure of
establishment of new business entities, increased turnover reliability in the field of entrepreneurship,
reduced financial and time costs of entrepreneurs, higher positions of Ukraine in international ratings of
investment prospects and doing business, curtailed opportunities for raiding, and the shift of Ukraine to
economic practices with voluntary corporate stamps.
The Law of Ukraine "On Amending the Tax Code of Ukraine and Some Other Legislative Acts of
Ukraine to Eliminate Specific Discrepancies in Legislative Provisions". It calls for the obligatory
disclosure of the list of VAT payers receiving refunds from the State Budget of Ukraine and enables
disclosing aggregated data on VAT reimbursement, including an amount of arrears. Amendments to the
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Order of the Ministry of Revenues and Duties enabled the cancellation of indices associated with
additional charges and fines.
We acknowledge the importance of the reforms in this field and keep drafting laws on the simplification of
business, some of which (in particular the draft laws on amending some legislative acts of Ukraine on protection of rights
of investors, on improvement of the activity of joint-stock companies) have been already passed in the first reading; it is
expected that the law drafts on standardization, metrology and metrological activities will be adopted, aiming at
heightening the position of Ukraine in the Doing Business rating, simplifying the company and property registration
procedures, strengthening the protection of investors, harmonizing the standardization system of Ukraine with that of the
EU;
Furthermore, the law draft “On Amending Some Legislative Acts of Ukraine” was developed and submitted to the
Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine to abolish the possibility to pump up the authorized capital of banks out of land
assets.
In order to increase efficiency of the system of energy subsidies and enhance protection of low-income
populations, a number of legislative acts were passed:

•
•
•

•

The NERC Resolution providing for the increase of retail prices for residential gas, so that the average
cost of residential gas should increase by 56% and become equivalent to the ceiling prices for natural gas
for communal services that produce residential heating energy;
The Resolution of the National Commission of Ukraine for Communal Services Regulation providing for
the increase in residential premises heating tariff rates for 176licensees by 40% (on a weighted average
basis);
The Law of Ukraine “On Amending Some Laws of Ukraine (on improvement of payments for energy)”
vesting the National Commission of Ukraine for Communal Services Regulation with the right to set
tariffs for residential district heating and hot water supply. This will rule out the procedure of the twostage approval of tariffs. The Commission is also vested with the right to require that funds paid for
heating energy (produced from the natural gas supplied by the guaranteed supplier) be paid to current
accounts subject to special use procedures that are held by heat supplier and heat generator
organizations for the settlement of accounts for the consumed natural gas;
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “On Strengthening Social Protection of Population
against Increases in the Prices and Tariffs on Utility Services”. It will allow for the implementation of
the new targeted allowances (compensation) for utility services in order to mitigate consequences of the
increase in utility bills for low-income households.
Next Steps in Implementation of the Reforms

Please be re-assured that we remain committed to the implementation of the reform program supported by DPL-1.
We believe that further implementation of a broad reform program conducive to the solution of issues related to meeting
financial needs and providing the basis for the resumption of the economic growth is required in addition to the action
plan, which has been recently adopted by the Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine and is being implemented with
regulations issued by the Government. Bettering governance, ensuring transparency and accountability in the public
sector, improving the investment climate and implementing the energy sector reform with the parallel protection of lowincome populations remain to be our priorities.
•
The Government is intent on further taking the measures to stabilize the macroeconomic stabilization and
implement the structural reforms and policies focused on the consolidation of the public finance, the recovery of the
banking sector, the pursuit of a balanced monetary and exchange-rate policy.
We will sustain reform implementation aimed at improving the transparency of the public governance and
enhancing the business climate. For instance, we will take measures to counteract corruption, set up a public investment
management system, reform inspections, rationalize construction permits, adopt the technical regulation and conformity
assessment legislation, review the regulatory framework in some priority areas and assess a regulatory impact. We expect
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these measures to help us improve the business climate and eliminate long-standing barriers on the path toward economic
growth.
We will pro-actively pursue reforms in the energy sector. They will be conducive to restructuring Naftogaz,
strengthening Naftogaz's financial standing and reducing the level of budget subsidies, regulating energy markets in line
with Energy Community commitments, adopting amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On State Regulation in the Field of
Utilities” aimed at strengthening the responsibility of the National Commission in Charge of the State Regulation in the
Field of Utility Services for setting tariffs at the cost recovery level. We will also continue improving the public social
assistance system, bettering the targeting of social benefits, as well as establish a centralized unit under the Ministry of
Social Policy of Ukraine to increase control over errors and fraud in course of the implementation of social protection
programs, particularly in terms of new targeted benefits.
In this situation, the Government of Ukraine requests the World Bank to provide a Development Policy Loan in
the amount of USD 750 million, in order to contribute to further economic reforms and positive economic growth
dynamics in Ukraine. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine will focus its efforts on fulfilling the forthcoming DPL
Program. According to the decision by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the Ministry of Economic Development and
Trade of Ukraine shall be in charge of the Program implementation.

Arseniy YATSENYUK,
Prime Minister of Ukraine
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ANNEX 3: IMF PRESS RELEASE
IMF Executive Board Approves 2-Year US$17.01 Billion Stand-By Arrangement for
Ukraine, US$3.19 Billion for immediate Disbursement
Press Release No. 14/189
April 30, 2014

The Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) today approved a two-year Stand-By
Arrangement (SBA) for Ukraine. The arrangement amounts to SDR 10.976 billion (about US$17.01 billion, 800
percent of quota) and was approved under the Fund's exceptional access policy. The authorities’ economic
program supported by the Fund aims to restore macroeconomic stability, strengthen economic governance and
transparency, and launch sound and sustainable economic growth, while protecting the most vulnerable.
The approval of the SBA enables the immediate disbursement of SDR 2.058 billion (about US$3.19 billion),
with SDR 1.29 billion (about US$2 billion) being allocated to budget support. The second and third
disbursements will be based on bi-monthly reviews and performance criteria, and the remainder of the
program period will be subject to standard quarterly reviews and performance criteria.
Following the Executive Board’s discussion, Ms. Christine Lagarde, Managing Director and Chair, said:
“Deep-seated vulnerabilities—together with political shocks—have led to a major crisis in Ukraine. The economy
is in recession, fiscal balances have deteriorated, and the financial sector is under significant stress.
“Showing unprecedented resolve, the authorities have developed a bold economic program to secure
macroeconomic and financial stability and address long-standing imbalances and structural weaknesses to lay a
firm foundation for high and sustainable growth. The program focuses on (i) maintaining a flexible exchange
rate to restore competitiveness; (ii) stabilizing the financial system; (iii) gradually reducing the unaffordable
fiscal deficit; (iv) eliminating losses in the energy sector, while enhancing social safety nets; and (v) decisively
breaking with problematic past governance practices.
“Following the floating of the hryvnia, the authorities are committed to maintaining a flexible exchange rate
regime and focusing monetary policy on domestic price stability. With Fund technical assistance, they plan to
adopt inflation targeting by mid-2015.
“The authorities are determined to stabilize the financial system, maintain confidence in banks, and strengthen
balance sheets and financial regulation and supervision. To this end, they have launched diagnostic studies of
the largest banks and started reforms which are critical to restore confidence and stem deposit outflows.
“Recognizing the need for fiscal consolidation, the authorities have put in place a package of revenue
enhancements and expenditure restraints. Over the program horizon, they target a structural fiscal adjustment
of 2 percent of GDP, which will appropriately balance the need to keep public debt on a sustainable path while
minimizing the adjustment costs to the economy. To preserve competiveness, the authorities also aim to keep
the minimum wage and public wage growth in line with productivity.
“The authorities plan to eliminate the large quasi-fiscal losses of Naftogaz by 2018 and strengthen the
company’s transparency and governance. To this end, they have embarked on the path of meaningful, broadbased, and sustained gas and heating increases over several years, starting from May 2014. Enhancing social
assistance to protect the most vulnerable from energy price adjustments is a crucial element of the reforms. In
this context, it is important to reach an early agreement on repayment of accumulated arrears and the gas
price dispute with Gazprom to prevent disruptions in energy trade between Russia and Ukraine.
“A strong and comprehensive structural reform package is critical to reduce corruption, improve the business
climate, and achieve high and sustainable growth. The authorities have already enacted a new public
procurement law, reducing room for misuse of public resources. They have begun addressing governance
issues in state-owned companies and are seeking recovery of stolen assets. They are also planning to build
capacity to more effectively conduct enforcement of anti-money laundering and anti-corruption legislation, as
well as enhance the effectiveness of the judiciary and tax administration.
“Risks to the program are high. In particular, further escalation of tensions with Russia and unrest in the east
of the country pose a substantial risk to the economic outlook. Steady and rigorous implementation of policy
measures, while maintaining broad public support, will be critical for the program’s success and would unlock
sizable international official assistance and private capital inflows. The authorities’ program is an appropriate
response to present challenges and constraints and deserves strong support.”
Annex
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Recent economic developments
Inconsistent macroeconomic policies pursued in recent years aggravated deep-seated vulnerabilities that made
the economy susceptible to economic and political shocks and led to the second major economic crisis in six
years. The pegged and overvalued exchange rate led to a deterioration of competitiveness and slower export
growth. Together with a rising fiscal deficit and sizeable losses in the energy sector, this drove the current
account deficit to over 9 percent of GDP in 2013 and slowed economic growth. Public debt rose to 41 percent of
GDP, while external debt remained elevated at 79 percent of GDP. With significant external payments and
restricted access to international debt markets, international reserves fell to a critically low level of around two
months of imports.
In a first important break with past policies, with mounting pressures on the hryvnia and reserves at a critically
low level, the National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) allowed the exchange rate to float in February. This change in
the exchange rate regime, along with increased emergency financing to the budget and the banking system,
helped stabilize financial markets. Nonetheless, the economic and political environment remains uncertain.
Economic activity is contracting, and international debt markets are closed. The fiscal situation is challenging,
as government revenues have fallen on the back of political uncertainty and weak economic performance. The
political situation in some regions of the country remains tense. Early presidential elections are scheduled for
May 25, 2014.
Program Summary
The authorities’ economic reform program aims to restore macroeconomic stability, strengthen economic
governance and transparency, and launch sound and sustainable economic growth while protecting the
vulnerable groups in society. The program will focus on reforms in the following key areas: monetary and
exchange rate policies; financial sector; fiscal policies; energy sector; and governance, transparency, and the
business climate.
Monetary policy will focus on domestic price stability while maintaining a flexible exchange rate regime. To this
end, the authorities will initially adopt a money-based monetary framework. With IMF technical assistance, the
authorities plan on adopting inflation targeting by mid-2015.
Financial sector reforms will aim to maintain confidence in the financial system and strengthen the
infrastructure for financial regulation and supervision. Assisted by independent diagnostic studies, the NBU will
assess bank resilience to economic shocks and ensure that banks strengthen their balance sheets as necessary.
In addition, the authorities will review and upgrade the regulatory and supervisory framework, and take steps
to facilitate restructuring of banks’ non-performing loans (NPLs).
Fiscal policy will seek to meet near-term spending obligations and gradually reduce the fiscal deficit over the
medium-term. The authorities have already put in place a package of measures to stabilize revenue and start
on a medium-term expenditure adjustment path that distributed the burden equitably. For 2015–16, further
gradual expenditure-based fiscal adjustment—proceeding at a pace matching the economy’s speed of
recovery—will aim to reduce the fiscal deficit to about 3 percent of GDP by 2016.
Energy sector reforms will focus on reducing the sector’s fiscal drag and enhancing its efficiency and
transparency. The objective to bring Naftogaz’s deficit to zero by 2018 will be accomplished by policies to raise
its revenue and reduce costs. To this end, gradual, but meaningful and broad-based increases in the very low
gas and heating retail tariffs will be accompanied by enhanced social assistance measures to mitigate the
impact on the poorest. Structural and governance reforms in Naftogaz will improve its governance and reduce
operational costs.
Reforms to strengthen governance, enhance transparency, and improve the business climate will be critical
elements of the program. Policy measures in these areas will include capacity building to reform public
procurement and tax administration, strengthen anti-money laundering activities, and fight corruption. These
measures will help improve the business climate and alleviate long-standing barriers to growth in Ukraine.
In the current difficult environment, real GDP is expected to contract by about 5 percent in 2014 amid weak
investor and consumer confidence. Inflation is expected to spike temporarily in response to the exchange rate
depreciation and gas and heating tariff increases, reaching 16 percent at end-2014. The current account deficit
should fall to about 4½ percent of GDP on the back of the exchange rate adjustment and subdued domestic
demand. Replenished by international assistance, gross international reserves will stabilize at around 2½
months of import coverage. The currency devaluation and official borrowing (to help finance a still-wide
government deficit) are expected to push public sector debt up to 57 percent of GDP and external debt to just
below 100 percent of GDP.
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Ukraine’s economic prospects will improve in the medium-term. Real GDP growth is expected to rebound to 2
percent in 2015, rising to 4-4½ percent in the medium term. The unemployment rate, which reacts to
economic recovery with a lag, will gradually decline from 8½ percent in 2014 to 7½ percent by 2016. Buoyed
by the restored competitiveness, exports are projected to grow by over 6 percent a year in 2015–16. By end2016, inflation will fall to about 6 percent and the NBU will build its international reserves to cover nearly 4
months of imports.
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